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abstract:

Water is the essence of life, a material, a resource, a commodity.
It is volatile, fragile, devastating, nourishing and is ultimately
spatial. The design of how water spatially inhabits, flows, and
interacts with our built life has seen many forms, functions,
systems, failures and successes. Over the course of history
those who have had the opportunity to define our relationship
with water has spread across numerous disciplines, and touched
many professions. The architectural relationship with water has
seen an unfortunate bifurcation over the past two centuries. It
is this separation of architecture from adequately and actively
engaging water management, primarily in urban situations,
that the inherently spatial characteristics have been buried and
hidden from daily social life. Through the presently discrete flows
and management of urban water, we are socially unaware of its
crucial importance to our life, as well as lifestyle. Architecture
has the opportunity to realign its role in helping shape the
course and flows of our urban waters, and ultimately reshape the
spatial organization of the urban fabric towards a socially water
conscious state.

water & the architect
architecture as decentralized water management
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The role of the architect has
been divorced from urban water
management discourse.

This separation has limited the
scope and potential of spatial,
architectural opportunities.

The relationship between the
architect and water management
needs to be reconfigured to
leverage new spatial, social, and
architectural interventions. The
continual resistant and centralized
management of urban water

has proven to fall short. New
decentralized strategies at the
architectural scale need to be
addressed. Through accepting water
into the built environment, new
spatial configurations will surface.
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Introduction
Water is..

“Since the onset of
urbanization millennia
ago,
cities
were
connected to water
resources, which were
their lifeline. Without
this connection to
water, there would be
no cities, and ultimately,
no life.”
-Vladimir Novotny
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Water is the essence of life, a material, a
resource, a commodity. It is volatile, fragile,
devastating, nourishing and is ultimately
spatial. The design of how water spatially
inhabits, flows, and interacts with our
built life has seen many forms, functions,
systems, failures and successes. Over the
course of history those who have had the
opportunity to define our relationship
with water has spread across numerous
disciplines, and touched many professions.
The architectural relationship with water
has seen an unfortunate bifurcation over the
past two centuries. It is this separation of
architecture from adequately and actively
engaging water management, primarily in
urban situations, that the inherently spatial
characteristics have been buried and hidden
from daily social life. Through the presently
discrete flows and management of urban
water, we are socially unaware of its crucial
importance to our life, as well as lifestyle.
Architecture has the opportunity to realign
its role in helping shape the course and flows
of our urban waters, and ultimately reshape
the spatial organization of the urban fabric
towards a socially water conscious state.
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Water Management & the Architect
The discourse surrounding water is
historically thick, politically charged, hotly
debated, and meanders many disciplines,
cultures, governing bodies, and individuals
who all work towards strategies and
interventions that forecast improved
social, economic, and environmental
situations. Vladimir Novotny is an awarded
and established environmental and water
resources engineer that provides a platform
to understand how water management
has historically transitioned in concept and
practice. Novotny establishes four water
management paradigms that start in the
early BC and span to the present state. (The
four paradigms, their respective time frames
are illustrated ____) These paradigm shifts
define a transition from monumental and
visual water management, to hidden and
discrete water management of the present.
Currently many developed cities are
operating in the fourth paradigm with
infrastructures design to accommodate fast
conveyance and end of pipe treatment.
These systems tend to be highly centralized
and are subject to failures on catastrophic

“all the stuff around
building we’ll make that
the stuff that means
you can call yourself an
architect. In that moment
we gave up what we do
really well, and that is
spatial thinking, because
we got trapped into
a paradigm ‘building’
instead of thinking about
the complex spatial issues
we have in our cities.”
-Gerard Reinmuth
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Sub Information

levels. However, a fifth paradigm is also
introduced by Novotny as a new shift that can
be seen occurring presently in select nations
and municipalities around the world. This
fifth paradigm defines more decentralized
strategies that incorporates visible green
infrastructures as well as architecture that
responds spatially to accepting water on site
and at times internally.

6 global [scale]

Vladimir Novotny’s perspectives and insight
are echoed through the lens of Urban
Designer Iain White. White identifies what
he calls a ‘technocentric’ attitude towards
water management that has been the course
of intervention over the past few centuries.
Along with Novotny, White too identifies a
paradigmatic shift underway, of which he
calls ’recognition of limits’ or ‘resilience’ as
the leading discourse shaping new strategies
and interventions employed by planners and
urban designers.
These two cannons are joined with architecture
of which is also in the course of re-definition in
the last decade. Leon Von Schaik is a professor
of architecture at the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology who has identified
the pigeonhole architecture has found itself
trapped into within the past century or
more. Schaik situates a reconfiguration of
the architect not as designer of the object
building, but rather as profession (a profession
is a socially contracted, custody of a body of
knowledge) based on the unique custody and
competence of their spatial intelligence. The
intersection of these three canons asserts
this architectural thesis with the scope and
effectiveness to liberate the architect from the
building object to larger spatial concerns, such
as those of urban water management.

IV

V

Drainage
Wastewater
Urban Habitat infrastructure
Water, storm-water/wastewater
Transportation, roads
Energy for heating and cooling, carbon
emissions
Overuse of potable water
Economies of scale
Community expectations
Watershed resilience

Storage Oriented
Local reuse
Green buildings
Local cluster decentralized management
Emphasis on clean energy for fuel
Reduction of long distance distribution
of water
Energy recovery and reduction of use
Triple bottom line pricing
Daylighting
Surface Draining with floodplain ecotones

Vladimir Novotny

Strategies towards Integrated
Resource Management

Areas at risk from flooding (coasts, rivers,
estuaries, groundwater)
Green Infrastructure
Soil Composition
Sewer network and capacity
Upstream sources of flooding
Surface water flow paths
Vulnerable communities, water intensive
industry and critical infrastructure
Above and below ground water resources

Iain White

Layers of Knowledge needed to work towards a water resilient city

1970 - present

< Typical water system of
many cities still today. The
system is based on linear
processes and centralized
measures of
water
management

Spatial opportunities

household

combined
sewer system

treatment

industry

atmosphere

paved area
groundwater
saturated zone

unpaved area

groundwater

groundwater
unsaturated zone

surface water rural area

potable water

paradigm IV

urban surface water

< New Paradigm V water
system
with
cyclical,
decentralized
strategies
employed that increase the
resilience of urban water
designs.

recycled water

1990 - present

catchment
basin
potable water

paradigm V
household

combined
sewer system

treatment

industry

atmosphere

paved area

stormwater

groundwater
saturated zone

unpaved area

urban surface water

groundwater

groundwater
unsaturated zone
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pervious
paved area

surface water rural area

natural treatment
retention space

> Matrix of historical
paradigm shifts through
the discourse of Vladamir
Novotny, Iain White, and
Leon Van Schaik.

Recognition of
limits

technocentric

I

B.C. to Middle Ages

engineered water supply
and runoff conveyance

III

1850-1970
fast conveyance with no
minimum treatment

IV

1970-present
fast conveyance with end
of pipe treatment

V
new paradigm: integrated
resource management

Water Management

basic water supply

II

Middle Ages - 1850

V?

1972 Clean Water Act
Architect

Congress passes the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, commonly
known as the Clean Water Act. The
purpose of the Clean Water Act is to
restore and maintain our nation’s waters
by preventing pollution, providing
assistance to publicly-owned wastewater
treatment facilities, and maintaining the
integrity of wetlands.

Professions
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Plato

Michelangelo

architecture
civil
engineering

building
construction
landscape
architecture

urbanism

architecture
civil
engineering

Le Corbusier

building
construction
landscape
architecture

urbanism

architecture
civil
engineering

building
construction
landscape
architecture

urbanism

architecture
civil
engineering

building
construction
landscape
architecture

urbanism

architecture
civil
engineering
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building
construction
landscape
architecture

urbanism

European Union Established
[1993]

Fall of Berlin Wall
[1989]

&

1970
Pollution Diet

In total the Pollution Diet was a collection of 14 laws
that spurred environmental initiative including the
Urban Development law & Building Standards Law,

In 1970, Japan began treating the waste of electronic
waste materials diﬀerently than other materials. They
hired specially trained workers to dismantle and
recycle the electronic material.

1971
Sewerage and Sewerage
Purification Department
established in the Ministry of
Construction

In 1971 Denmark created the 1st Ministry of
Environment which now consists of 3 boards, a
complaints and 21 local units employing about 2,500
of many professions. Over 30 countries now have a
Minister of the Environment.

B.P. Bower & Co publish “Bower’s patent sewer gas
traps.”

1876
Sewer Gas Effects

Extracts from the works of the leading sanitary
authorities published “Sewer Gas and its eﬀects,” in
1876.

1909
The Boundary Waters Treaty
of 1909
Signed in 1909, it provides the principles and
mechanisms to help resolve disputes and to prevent
future ones, primarily those concerning water
quantity and water quality along the boundary
between Canada and the United States.

1872
Healthy Dwelling

Author Stephen Salter gets “On the Ventilation
of Sewers, Cesspools, and House Drains, and the
construction of healthy dwelling houses” published.
(London)

1876
Architect & Sewer Gas

Henry Masters, an architect publishes “An architect’s
letter about sewer gas and house drainage: ‘How
to keep out the former, and how to construct and
ventilate the latter.

1878
Sewer Air

Author Peter Hinckes Bird has his book “On Sewer
Air, House Drain Ventilation and Sewage Disposal,”
published. (London)

Thomas Crapper popularizes
the siphon toiled
[1892]

Homestead Strike
[1892]

1st Car Built
[1893]

1910
Chicago Sanitary Ship Canal

In 1914 Tokyo, Japan was the first to observe largescale problems with ground subsidence due in part
to groundwater mining and increased impervious
surfaces.

1919
City Planning Law & Urban
Building Law

1922
Nujawasuna Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Tokyo
started operations

In 1951, the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
published the report “Cost of building new water and
sewer systems.”

1946
Spatial Planning Act
Tokyo, Japan

1947
Food of 1947

Triggered the enactment of flood prevention acts.

1947
Food Protection Act

On the basis of the TCIO the CPL and UBL became
the first national city planning framework. They
stayed eﬀective for 50 years and introduced land use
planning, building constraints, and systems to plans.

Adopted as a result of the flood in 1947

The Cuyahoga River in Cleveland, Ohio which flows
into Lake Erie became so polluted that the river
caught fire several times between 1936 and 1969. The
largest fire occurred in 1952 causing over $1 million
in damage.

1956
Federal Aid Highway Act

More commonly know as the National Interstate and
Defense Highways Act, signed into law by President
Dwight D. Eisenhower. This law marks an acceptance
and investment of the US into the automobile
industry and as the primary means of transportation.

1955
2,500 Water Boards
1957
Water Supply Act

Trade Workers Strike (Britain)
[1926]

An Act that intended to grant provincial authorities
the power to induce changes in the organization of
the water supply industry.

The engineering marvel of the CSSC that reversed
the flow of the Chicago River was a response polluted
discharges into the Lake Michigan where numerous
cities have their water intakes.

1958 [6]
Delta Act

In 1958 the Delta Act was passed and the Dutch
began working on damming all of the inlets that left
the Netherlands vulnerable in powerful storms.

1906
Imhoff Tanks

German sanitary engineer Karl Imhoﬀ invented the
Imhoﬀ Tanks that allowed sedimentation of solids in
sewage and anaerobic digestion of deposited solids.

1952 [5]
Cuyohoga River Fires

2nd Sino-Japanese War
[1937-1945]

1952
Local Public Enterprise Law
Established
1956
Minamata Mercury Poisoning
Minamata mercury poisoning was first discovered
in Japan mainly as a result of un-regulated or poorly
regulated point source discharges and absolutely no
control of diﬀuse pollution.

1958
New Sewerage Law
promulgated

The bill forms the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) to advise the President on the environment
and review federal agencies’ Environmental Impact
Statements, required for projects that would aﬀect the
environment.

The Olypmpic games was recognized as Japan’s
comeback after the war and the 1st Asian Olympics,
no expenses were spared. $3 billion was spent to
rebuild the city.

1962
Silent Spring

Rachel Carson’s famous book “Silent Spring” was
published describing the consequences of chemical
pesticides.

1968
A.S.C.E Combined Sewer
Separation Project

The American Society of Civil Engineers report titled
“Report on pressure sewerage system., Summer Street
separation study area, Boston, Massachusetts,” was
published in 1968.

1968
Construction Costs

The United States Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration Publishes “Sewer and sewage
treatment plant construction cost index; construction
cost trends, municipal waste treatment works and
municipal sewers.”

1969
Combined Sewers
Consideration

The Federal Pollution Control Administration, Dept.
of the Interior publishes “Combined sewer separation
using pressure sewers feasibility and development
of a new method for separating waste water from
combined sewer systems” in 1969.

1969
Stream Pollution

The United States Federal Water Quality
Administration publishes “Stream pollution and
abatement from combined sewer overflows - Bucyrus,
Ohio; a study of stream pollution from combined
sewer overflows and feasibility of alternate plans for
pollution abatement ...” in 1969.

National drinking water standards went into eﬀect
for the first time. For the first time, all public water
suppliers were required to test their public water
routinely and notify their customers if water was not
up to EPA standards.

4/17/1975
Cutting Aid to Polluters

The EPA creates new regulations banning federal
agencies from awarding contracts, grants, or loans to
plants and facilities who violate the Clean Air Act or
Water Pollution Control Act.

10/11/1976
Toxic Substances Control Act

President Gerald Ford signs the Toxic Substances
Control Act to curtail environmental and health
risks posed by the growing number of synthetic and
organic chemicals in consumer products and the
environment.

12/28/1977
Clean Water Act of 1977

President Jimmy Carter signs the Clean Water Act,
amending the 1972 version. The Act stressed the
importance of toxic pollutant control. A construction
grant over five years created thousands of jobs,
aided state and local planning, and encouraged
experimentation with new water treatment methods.

4/19/1979
PCB Phase-out Begins

EPA begins phasing out the production and use
of PCBs, a family of synthetic chemicals used in
paint, cement and other household and commercial
products. Because of their toxicity and persistence
in the environment, PCB’s can pollute air, water and
land, and are believed to cause cancer.

1965
Spatial Planning Act

The first comprehensive spatial planning document
which diﬀerentiates 3 systems of planning amongst 3
levels of government.

1968
National Water Management
White Papers #1

Telephone invented
[1876]

1968
Tokyo City Planning Law

The new law had 5 major changes to the 1919
law including the delegation of planning to
municipalities, introduction of the Urban Promotion
Area & Urbanization Control Area, standards for
public facilities, and allowed public participation in
planning.

Vietnam War
[1955-1975]

Health

Paradigm II

Cryptosporidium, a parasitic disease spread by
contaminated water, sickens 400,000 people and
kills more than 100 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Now, EPA regulates Cryptosporidium in drinking
water, through the Interim Enhanced Surface Water
Treatment Rule.

These amendments to the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) established requirements
governing generators, transporters, and disposers
of small quantities of hazardous wastes who
have generally not been subject to full regulation
under RCRA and mandated that land disposal of
a hazardous waste must be banned unless EPA
determines that the prohibition of such disposal
is not necessary to protect human health and the
environment.

2/11/1985
The Great Lakes Charter

The purposes of this Charter are to conserve the
levels and flows of the Great Lakes and their tributary
and connecting waters; to protect and conserve the
environmental balance of the Great Lakes Basin
ecosystem; to provide for cooperative programs and
management of the water resources of the Great
Lakes Basin by the signatory States and Provinces; to
make secure and protect present developments within
the region.

6/19/1986
Safe Drinking Water Act
Amendments

Reagan signs the Amendments, which require the
EPA to regulate over 100 contaminants by 1991 and
expand EPA enforcement power. The legislation also
banned the use of lead materials in water systems and
called for tighter regulation of drinking water wells.

11/17/1986
The Water Resources
Development Act of 1986

WRDA 1986 established cost sharing formulas
for the construction of harbors, inland waterway
transportation, and flood control projects and
established rules therefor. It also created hundreds of
projects, studies, and plans in almost every state in
the nation.

3/24/1989
Exxon Valdez Spill

Exxon Valdez spills 11 million gallons of crude oil
into Alaska’s Prince William Sound and is fined $1
billion. The spill spurs the adoption of the Pollution
Prevention Act.

1989
Combined Sewer Strategy

The United States EPA publishes “National combined
sewer overflow control strategy,” in 1989.

1985
DWL begins merge with
9 other companies into
Waterbedrijf Wuropoort
(WBE)
1989
National Water Management
White Papers #3
1989
End of Showa rule, start of
Heisei Era.
more info

2000
Rotterdam Waterplan 1
2004
WBE Merges with Delta
Water

2/16/1994
Environmental Justice

President Clinton issues an executive order that all
federal agencies prioritize environmental justice for
minorities and low-income populations. In 1992,
an EPA report revealed that those populations were
exposed more than others to air pollution and other
environmental hazards.

11/9/1984
Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments of 1984 Passed

12/16/1974
Safe Drinking Water Act

The WFD is a European Union directive which
commits European Union member states to achieve
good qualitative and quantitative status of all water
bodies (including marine waters up to one nautical
mile from shore) by 2015. It is a framework in the
sense that it prescribes steps to reach the common
goal rather than adopting the more traditional limit
value approach.

3/23/1993
Crytosporidium Outbreak in
Milwaukee

Federal, state and local partners initiate a clean up of
the Chesapeake Bay, which is plagued with pollution
from sewage treatment plants, urban runoﬀ and farm
waste. The cleanup continues today.

Congress passes the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, commonly known as the Clean Water Act. The
purpose of the Clean Water Act is to restore and
maintain our nation’s waters by preventing pollution,
providing assistance to publicly-owned wastewater
treatment facilities, and maintaining the integrity of
wetlands.

10/23/2000
EU Water Framework
Directive

New York City was the last U.S. city to dump sewage
at sea. It stopped as a result of its agreement with EPA
under the Ocean Dumping Ban Act of 1988.

12/9/1983
Chesapeake Bay Pollution
Cleanup

10/18/1972
Clean Water Act

1964
Olympic Games of 1964 in
Tokyo

1980

1909
IJC Established

The Boundary Waters Treaty establishes the
International Joint Commission (IJC)

Japan’s first city planning law. It designated an overall
framework for urban redevelopment. Its contents
covered roads, rivers, bridges, railroads, public parks,
markets, crematoriums, and graveyards.

1914
Ground Subsidence

1950

John Mouras of France is credited with the patent of
the Septic Tank, of which began being installed in the
mid 1880’s in the US.

1888
Tokyo City Improvement
Ordinance (TCIO)

1900
Old version of Sewerage Law
promulgated; Filth Cleaning

1964
Japan Sewage Works
Association established

1951
Cost of Water Infrastructure

1940

1876
Sewer Gas Traps

Due to poor sanitation and wastewater discharges
into surface bodies of water, terrible epidemics
of water bourne diseases plagued many urban
populations. A series of outbreaks hit Chicago the
worst occurring in 1891, with a typhoid death rate of
174 per 100,000 persons.

1/31/1953
North Sea Flood of 1953

1970
National Environmental
Policy Act

Tokyo, Japan

The severe flood of the North Sea in 1953 took over
1800 lives and flooded over 165,000 hectares of land.
The prevailing “never again” feeling led to the Delta
Project.

1930

Finally after years of discussions and strategy
development and implementation the municipal
water supply system comes online. (Rotterdam,
Netherlands)

1891
Chicago Cholera Epidemics

1920

Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation
Proclamation which freed the slaves of the
Confederate States. This caused an increase in urban
populations.

1880
Septic Tanks

1963
New Town Act

This law imposes more requirements on the recycling
eﬀorts of both consumers and manufacturers of home
appliances.

6/30/1992
New York City Stops Dumping
Sewage in the Ocean

2004
2004 Flood Directive

EPA launches its Brownfields Program to clean up
abandoned, contaminated sites and return them
to productive community use. In the years since
brownfields began, EPA has cleaned up more than
450 contaminated sites. Through Brownfields job
training partnerships, the program has played a role
in creating more than 61,000 jobs.

3/10/1995
Monitoring the Environment
with the Help of Space
Satellites

Haiti Earthquake
[2010]

This directive requires member states to carry out a 3
step process to assert flood assessment, flood maps,
and flood plans.

6/30/1994
Brownfields Program

The EPA signs an agreement to share remote-sensing
data from space satellites with three other federal
agencies. By streamlining research, the agencies saved
the federal government $30 million.

6/18/2001
The Great Lakes Charter
Annex of 2001

An agreement to reaﬃrm the 1985 Charter and
set forth motion to create the 2005 Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence Agreement.

12/13/2005
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
River Basin Sustainable
Water Resources Agreement

A good faith agreement among the governors of the
U.S. states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and the
Premiers of the Canadian provinces of Ontario and
Quebec.

12/19/1995
Municipal Waste Combustors

2007
Energy Independence an
Security Act of 2007

EPA requires municipal waste combustors -incinerators that burn household and commercial
waste -- to reduce toxic emissions by 90 percent
from 1990 levels. About 90 percent of municipal
waste combustors are waste-to-energy plants which
generate electricity or steam from burning garbage
for commercial and residential use.

Section 438 of EISA instructs federal agencies to “use
site planning, design, construction, and maintenance
strategies for the property to maintain or restore,
to the maximum extent technically feasible, the
predevelopment hydrology of the property with
regard to the temperature, rate,” for any project with a
footprint that exceeds 5,000 square feet. [1]

4/7/1997
Great Lakes Cleanup

2007
Delta Committee

Administrator Browner and Canada’s Minister of the
Environment sign a plan to remove toxic substances
from the Great Lakes by 2006. The Lakes provided
drinking water to over 15 million people.

A government formed specialty committee with the
task of helping plan for the Netherlands future.

12/18/1998
Common Sense Success
Initiative

2007
Rotterdam Waterplan 2

Administrator Browner receives Vice President
Gore’s Hammer Award for the EPA’s Common Sense
Initiative, an experiment with industry regulation.
One outcome was that the metal fishing industry
agreed to innovate their pollution prevention
techniques although it was not required by law. The
award was designed to recognize people making the
government more eﬃcient.

2009
Water Act

The Water Act highlights integrated water
management based on the ‘water systems approach’
addressing all relationships within water systems.

1996
Telecommunications In Pipes
Sewerage system law amended to allow general
telecommunications companies use of optical fiber
cables inside sewer pipes.

Great Recession
[2005-2011]

9/11
[2001]

Environment

Paradigm III
Technocentric

Paradigm IV
Paradigm V
<
Time-line
tracking
paradigmatic shifts in
urban water management
through three culturally
diverse precedents.
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Continuing health problems caused the discussion
of a new plan to build sewer reservoir upstream of
Rotterdam to properly flush sewers. (Rotterdam,
Netherlands)

1874
Municipal Water Supply

1954
New Land Redevelopment
Act
Tokyo, Japan

A large earthquake destroyed 3,636 ha of the low-city
of Tokyo and resulted in a total dead or missing
of nearly 143,000 people. Approximately 128,000
structures we demolished in the shock and as many as
447,000 were lost in the fire.

A solution practiced in London, Berlin, Paris, Sydney,
Mexico City, and China of pumping sewage and
applying it onto fields for crop irrigation.

1883
Plan for Modern Sewerage
System

Open sewage ditches covered.

1870

1860

1850

1858
New Water Plan

1863
Emancipation Proclamation

World War II
[1939-1945]

1923
Kanto Earthquake of 1923

1910

John Hitchman gets his book “Pipe, drain, sewer;
or the separation principal applied to the sanitary
drainage of towns, giving rainfall to the river, the
sewage to the land,” published. (England)

1855
Chicago Sewer System

Mid Decade

1873
Sewer Pipes in Ginza, Tokyo

Great Depression
[1929-late 1930s]

1890
Sewage for Crop Irrigation

Rotterdam implements an new type of sewerage
system.

1880

Chicago, in the 1850’s built the first US major
primary treatment plant to treat sewage in the US.

1895
Honda Pumping Station
completed in Osaka (1st
pumping station in Japan)

1880
Experimental Sewerage
System

After a large fire destroyed the Ginza commercial
center of Tokyo, there was a large ambitious eﬀort
to restore the area based on western influence by
widening streets with paved stone and separate
sidewalks.

1860
Rainfall to River, Sewage to
Land

World War I
[1914-1918]

1900

1872
Tokyo Fire of 1872

1850
1st Major Primary Sewage
Treatment Plant

In 1890 water works planning was added to the 1888
TCIO. The initial ward improvement project made
modern water works for Tokyo a priority in order to
deal with fire and disease.

1884
Sewerage System
Constructed in Kanda, Tokyo

1890

As a result of ongoing health issues, a series of
projects were conceived to improve the city’s system
of canals. The 1854 Water Project developed 2 major
canals that flanked the city, to be used to store fresh
Maas water. Plan created by the city architect (W.N.
Rose) & the technical director of HvS. (Rotterdam,
Netherlands)

2009
Law for the Recycling of
Specific Kinds of Home
Appliances

Congress directs EPA to support environmental
education programs for students and teachers and to
encourage students to pursue careers related to the
environment.

Ruckelshaus commits the EPA to communicating
as openly as possible. The Administrator sent out
a guidance letter to all employees, asking them to
keep the public in the loop on decision making and
making more specific rules, like publicizing key
oﬃcers’ meeting calendars. Administrator schedules
are still posted on the EPA web site.

sanitary sewers.”

The law for the Promotion of Eﬀective Utilization of
Resources encourages manufacturers to voluntarily
help recycle goods and reduce the generation of
waste.

11/16/1990
National Environmental
Education Act

5/15/1983
Fishbowl Policy

The Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans
publishes “Storm Water Pollution ... Final report on
sources of storm water pollution by sewage from

Law for the Promotion of Effective
Utilization of Resources

President George Bush signs the Pollution Prevention
Act, emphasizing the importance of policies and
actions that prevent environmental damage before it
happens.

A PCB landfill protest in Warren County, North
Carolina - a predominantly poor, AfricanAmerican area - launches the environmental
justice movement. Environmental Justice is the fair
treatment and involvement of all people, regardless
of race or income, in decisions on development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental
policies.

1970
New Orleans Report on
Storm Water Pollution

2001

11/5/1990
Pollution Prevention Act

9/15/1982
Environmental Justice
Movement Begins

A publication in1970 of a series of technical papers
from a seminar held at the Hudson-Delaware
Basins Oﬃce in New Jersey about combined sewer
overflows.

1962
Sewerage-related
administration procedures
centralized in the Ministry of
Construction

EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory tells the public which
pollutants are being released from specific facilities in
their communities.

President Ronald Reagan signs The Nuclear Waste
Policy Act, allowing for the safe storage and disposal
of radioactive waste. The Act establishes procedures
to evaluate and select sites for geologic repositories
and encourages the interaction of state and federal
governments.

1970
Combined Sewer Seminar

1970

1890
Tokyo Water Works

1854
1854 Water Project

Early Chicago was plagued by sewer and water
problems. Many saw it as the filthiest city in America.
To solve this Chicago embarked on a major sewer
system that started with laying pipes above ground.
Then in 1855 when the city jacked up the level of the
city the newly laid pipes were placed under the fill
brought in needed to raised the city.

Korean War
[1950-1952]

1st Sino-Japanese War
[1894-1895]

1960

Bank of Japan founded
[1882]

American Civil War
[1861-1865]

A staggering outbreak of cholera along Broad Street
in London that killed over 600 in less than 4 months.
This led Dr. John Snow to discover the source was
contaminated water coming from a Broad street water
pump. (London)

4/19/1990
Toxic Release Inventory

1/1/1982
Nuclear Waste Policy Act

1970
Combined Sewer Manual

Hurricane Katrina
[2005]

The EPA rules that the most hazardous wastes must
be treated before they are disposed of on land. This
prevents toxins from seeping into the ground and
contaminating the water supply.

Congress creates the Superfund Program, holding
polluters responsible for cleaning up most hazardous
waste sites. The initial program designated $1 billion
for cleanup eﬀorts.

The American Public Works Association publishes
“Combined sewer regulation and management: a
manual of practice,” in 1970.

8/31/1854
1854 Soho Cholera Outbreak
in London England

5/8/1990
Toxic Waste Control

12/10/1980
Congress Creates the
Superfund Program

1971
1st Ministry of Environment

Apollo 11 Lands on the Mood
[1969]

A conference sponsored by the US EPA and
organized by the Urban Waters Resources Research
Council of the American Society of Civil Engineers
publishes their proceedings in 1990 “Urban
stomwater quality enhancement: source control,
retrofitting, and combined sewer technology.”

1984
National Water Management
White Papers #2

1972
Sewage Works Center started

World Events

1990
Engineering Foundation
Conference

Development of Gas Pollution Control Equipment for
Municipal Solid Waste Incineration Plants research
sponsored by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries
CO. Ltd.

2010

Netherlands, U.K., Europe

1990
Control for Incineration

1984
Law Concerning Special
Measures for the
Conservation of Lake Water
Quality established

2000

Japan

1980
District Plan System of 1980
This plan made new restrictions for road layout,
lot sizes, building design, building set-backs, and
construction materials.

1970
Electronic Waste Recycling

1990

U.S.A

1970
Sewerage Law revised:
Water Pollution Control Law
promulgated
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Japan
asia

Case Study: Japan
Tokyo

“Taking care of the living
conditions has always
been the task of the
people and not of the
government.”
“One of the great things
the Dutch could learn from
the Japanese is how to
create public awareness.”
Rutger de Graaf & Fransje Hooimeijer
Urban Water in Japan
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Japan has historically been on the more
advanced edge of methods of handling
urban water in terms of defense. Their
unique and extreme climate
includes
tsunamis, earthquakes, and heavy rains. This
coupled with a rather restricting topography
has resulted in very high densities within
Tokyo. This stated, Tokyo was the last of the
3 precedent studies to implement sewers
which was resultant of a lack of a centralized
governing body. Also, due to the cultural
private family ownership of land the ability
to implement large infrastructural water
systems is extremely difficult. However,
Tokyo and the Japanese have innovated
many flood defense systems and strategies.
Culturally, the citizens of Tokyo have an good
awareness of their geo-climatic environment,
not typical of other cultures.

Issues:

Economic

The typical dwelling life in the Japanese model is 15 years
presenting both an economic constraint, yet a water management opportunity.
The historically deep evolution of private
land ownership has made regional water management interventions diﬃcult.

Social
The living environment has always been the responsibility of the
citizens in Tokyo. They eﬀectively take part and help design the
built environment most suitable for them. On-going urbanization continues to stress the resources and ﬂows of the city.

Environmental

12 global [scale]

Tokyo has a long history of both ﬂuvial and pluvial ﬂoods as well
as the threats of earthquakes and typhoons. The moments of
excess water have caused pollution and destructive issues
throughout Tokyo’s existence.

Toilet recycling handwashing water for flushing.

Experiemental sewer system in Tokyo designed to allow infiltration into soil
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Advertizement to bring awareness to decrease grease
in pipes

United States of America

14 global [scale]

north america

Case Study: United States
The United States has somewhat lagged
behind as far as innovative solutions to
water management. In contrast to Tokyo
and Rotterdam, Washington does not face
as severe water threats from flood, however
they are left to deal with difficult sewer
overflow pollution.
Currently increasing
the capacity of the sewer system with
expensive ‘deep tunnel’ projects is the main
prevention efforts. But, efforts to begin the
consideration of softer, green infrastructures
are in motion. Washington DC, Portland,
and Philadelphia represent three locations
within the United States beginning to explore
Paradigm V strategies.

“Though the Blue Plains
Advanced
Wastewater
Treatment Plant is held to
some of the most stringent
regulatory requirements
in the nation and has
undergone almost $1
billion in technological
upgrades, DC WASA is
embarking on another
$900 million project”
DC Water
CSO Biannual Report
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Washington D.C.

Issues:

Economic

Americans place economic concerns atop the list of issues facing
the nation. These concerns include unemployment and lack of
money within the top 5 economic concerns. Speciﬁcally DC has
an aging infrastructure with a little budget.
> A 1.8 billion dollar investment in Stormwater Management
would generate $265 in economic activity, and create 1.8 million
jobs.

Social
Community based work, public health issues related to water
management, educational initiatives & tours are enthusiastically
encouraged and marketed by sewer districts as well as city
oﬃcials.

Environmental

Combined Sewer Overﬂows and Stormwater management are
the primary environmental concerns within DC and their
vulnerability to ﬂooding.

16 global [scale]

$2.6 Billion dollar Project (Clean Rivers Project)

< Blue Plains advanced treatment plant in D.C.

< Inflatable sewer baloons to tempoarily store water in sewer pipes.

< D.C. petition advocating for green infrastucture. They need to get EPA approval in order make
greeen infrastucture a supported part of their water management design.
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< New tunnel boring machine for the deep tunnel project in D.C.

The Netherlands

18 global [scale]

europe

In Depth Case Study: The Netherlands
Rotterdam

Rotterdam as a city has taken this challenge
in a new way that has contrasted Dutch
methods of the past. Traditionally , the
Netherlands has attempted to keep water out
through the intensive building of dikes and
polders. However, they are now switching to
an accepting attitude as they have realized
the expense of their history defending
against water. All across Rotterdam, as well
as much of the Netherlands, they are looking
for locations to store water to promote
infiltration as well as reduce the contribution
to inevitable flooding. Widening rivers,
floating structures, parks & plaza designed to

“Rotterdam has decided
to build within the city
limits.”
“It’s
no
picnic
to
reconstruct Rotterdam’s
sewerage
system.
Sewage
pipes
last
around fifty years”
“building with nature,
living with water”
Gemeente Rotterdam
Waterplan 2 Rotterdam
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The Netherlands has always been a country
and culture embedded with unique and
challenging water issues.
Floods and
subsidence have been at the top of those
issues, which has resulted in the Netherlands
having some of the most advanced and
innovative water management tactics and
methods. With climate change predictions
of sea level rise and more extreme weather
patterns, flooding and subsidence become
an even greater challenge.

[1996]: Erasmus Bridge

> links the north and south halves of Rotterdam

Issues:
[2000]: Waterplan 1 (2000-2005)

Economic

An initial plan view Rotterdam as a “Water City”

Rotterdam has been on the top 5 busiest ports for hundreds of
years and is continuing to supply millions of Europeans.
However, with a decline in population a trickle down aﬀect of
the degradation of the economy is a concern.

[2001]: Flooding Museum Park

> Museumpark situated in the ‘Compact City’
suﬀered serious ﬂooding during a 2001 cloudburst.

[2005]: 2005 International Architectural
Biennial ‘The Flood’

> urban planners, architects, landscape
architects discuss and speculated the topics of
design & ﬂood

Social

[2007]: Rotterdam Climate Initiative

In the last few decades Rotterdam has experienced a large
migration out of the city due in large part to housing prices and
livability of the urban environment. With new residential urban
developments and a connection between the south & north
halves of the city is improving its attractiveness.

Formation of a metropolitan climate
program pursuing the most rigid climate
objectives in the EU.

[2007]: Rotterdam Urban Vision

> Internationalization and Modernization
> Selective Migration
> Stagnating Population

Environmental

[2007]: Waterplan 2

Rotterdam is no diﬀerent than the rest of the Netherlands, it has
major ﬂood concerns, as well as water quality/ quantity within
the city. The rising sea level and increasing extremes of weather
patterns present the most pressing environmental issues for
Rotterdam.

A fully outline approach to implement
Rotterdam as a “Water City”

[2008]: Port of Rotterdam Expansion

> Rotterdam's investment in the port as
their economy

[2009]: Water Act
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> water systems approach to water
management

Climatic Event

Document/Policy/Act

Intervention

Milestone

[2009]: Youth Unemployment Action Plan

store water are a few of the methods utilized
in attempts to manage their water.

Housing outside dike
Dike

..issues

> The City of Rotterdam plans to place over
15,000 homes outside the protection of the
dikes.

SOCIAL

As these water issues are addressed
within the city and country, Rotterdam is
innovatively coupling these maneuvers
with other contemporary issues impacting
the city. Rotterdam has an unbalanced
population with much of the working class
leaving due to a lack of affordable housing.
In order to solve this issue Rotterdam is in
the process of constructing over 15,000 new
residences outside the dike. This has drastic
spatial implications as these homes will be
left unprotected from a centralized defense
in the occurrence of a flood. Architecturally
this induces new methods to be utilized
when designing with the understanding
structures will be flooded.
Rotterdam, as a precedent study represents
Knowledge
Retention
a city employing
new paradigmatic
thinking
> need to retain students and higher-level graduates
of decentralized,
soft
infrastructures
> continually improve city-centre
> Quality based tricklelevel.
- down
at the micro-watershed
Also,
> Gentriﬁcation of city neighborhoods
they demonstrate the importance of an
integrated team approach with the need
for theAttractive
architect to operate
City as a crucial
spatial thinker
as theyenvironment
develop policy and
> good residential
> safe andplans.
protected investments
implementation

working

welfare

students

> strong and lively economy

retired

result

population

-5,000

605,000
600,000
595,000
590,000
585,000
580,000
575,000

-2,500

moving out

0

2,500

5,000

7,500

10,000

2,500
15,000
number of persons

> Rotterdam faces an increasing unbalanced population due to a lack of affordable
housing.

Kop Van Zuid & Stadshavens’
> Kop Van Zuid - 10,000 new homes in ﬂood plain
> Stadshaven (City Docklands) - 13,000 new homes (5,000 ﬂoating)
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moving in
inactive

>
Matrix of strategies,
scales, and disciplines involved in Rotterdam.

rotterdam

INTERVENTIONS

Type

Strategy

Scalar Arena

Disciplines
...
> Climate Change Experts
> Landscape Architects

Regional

Storage

Centralized

> Minister of Public Housing
> Director of the Rioned Foundation

> Architects
City

> Citizens
> Arcadis Water Program

Space

> Civil Engineers
> Economic Analysists

Block

De-centralized

> Dredging & Fishing Industry
> Living with water foundation

Slow

> Politicians

Slow

> Hydologists

Architecture

> Urban Planners
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...

> Storage strategies. Interventions that are able
to flood and hold water in
extreme events.

Slow

> Water Plazas designed to flood

> Floating parking structures

> Slowing strategies. Solutions that aimed to slow
the conveyance of water
that would eventually
resulting overflows and
flooding.

Slow

Slow

Meandering conveyance to slow the transition of water

> Space strategies. Design
solutions that create more
space for water to navigate
to without the need to
store or harvest it.

Daylighting rivers to increase space for water

Floating structures to allow more space for water and
urbanization
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> Roof systems that direct water to catchment spaces

How can a shift towards Paradigm
V in the United States help re-align
the role of the architect into current

water management discourse and
intervention strategies?

..regional

[scale]

The Great Lakes
Combined

Following the passing of the CWA the
International Joint Commission (IJC) and
the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) identified 43 specific Areas
of Concern (AOC) within the Great Lakes
watershed. An AOC was listed due to having
at least one of fourteen possible Beneficial
Uses impaired due to surface water
pollution. Both point (Treatment Facilities,
Hazardous Waste Sites, etc.) and Non-Point
Source (Agriculture Run-off, Combined
Sewer Overflows) were identified as the

primary polluters. Since the initial listing
of the 43 Areas, only 4 have been de-listed.
Nearly all of the point-source polluters have
been identified, corrected, and addressed.
However, the continual threat to the quality
of the water in the Great Lakes remains as
the resultant overflows from Combined
Sewer Systems (CSS) (see Combined Sewer
box for more information).
Spatially combined sewer systems have
historically contributed to defining urban
form while also the culprit for many health
issues, both environmental and human.
Architecturally they are the conduit for the
byproducts of program such as human feces,
industrial discharge, etc. From an urban
perspective they are a conveyance system for
wet weather events. Presently these systems
are over stressed with urbanization and are
a catalyst for multiple disciplines to address
in order to reduce the negative impacts of
these systems during overflow conditions.
They serve as a spatial opportunity for the
architect to investigate new design strategies
that reduce and improve the quality and
quantity of water passing through the
combined sewer conduit.
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The Great Lakes represent the largest
collection of surface freshwater in the
world. Combined, they support over 40
million people internationally in 7 States
and 2 Provinces within the watershed.
This megaregion over the past two
centuries transitioned through paradigms
of industrialization, urbanization, and deindustrialization driven by various economic,
social, and environmental motives. Pollution
has been a primary by-product of these
urban processes, and only since the passing
of the Clean Water Act of 1972 (CWA) has
any significant investigation taken place.

>
The United States
consumes
410
billion
gallons of water a day. 85%
is freshwater. 77% of that
freshwater comes from
surface resources.

270 Bgal/day

5%

77%

95%
80 Bgal/day
Surface Freshwater
Fresh Groundwater
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> The Great Lakes hold 84%
of all the surface freshwater
in North America

23%

< Since 1972 and the
Clean Water Act numerous
agencies have been working
towards
environmental
problems identified in many
of the United States waters.
Within the Great Lakes
alone, the US EPA identified
43 Areas of Concern that
were
environmentally
degrading as a result of
human processes.

Thunder Bay

Duluth

Montreal

Green Bay
Toronto

KEY

Milwaukee

Area of Concern

Buﬀalo
Detroit

Urban Area
Chicago

Current
Metro Population

Current
City Population

Cleveland

Peak
City Population

Canada

Hamilton
2012

< Of the larger urban Areas
of Concern within the Great
Lakes, 7 are within the United States. All 7 of these
urban areas have been
experiencing a degrading
population over the past 30
years of more, resulting in
numerous social, economic
and environmental issues.

Thunder Bay
1991

United States

Toronto
2012

Toledo
1970

Detroit
1950

Rochester
1950

Duluth
1960

Buffalo
1950

Milwaukee
1960

Cleveland

1950
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Great Lakes
Great Lakes watershed

Combined Sewers
Combined sewer systems (CSS) are one of two typical sewer
system designs, the other being separated sewer systems.
CSS were initially employed in the US as the primary sewer
system due primarily to their cost effective nature compared
to separated sewers. Combined sewers are designed to
convey both storm water and sanitary water in the same
combined pipe. Prior to treatment plants, these combined
conduits discharged directly into surface waters. However,
since the early 1900’s treatment of these systems has

become a mandated practice. The downfall with combined
sewers is their overflow design. When the capacity of
CSSs are be reached, overflow points are triggered which
discharge directly into surface waters. This discharged
effluent is extremely harmful to the environment, and
subsequently is a human health risk. CSSs are have deceased
being implemented for over half a century, however many
city cores still rely on these systems.

>
Combined
sewers
overflow
into
surface
waters,
violently
damaging ecosystems, and
environmental processes
that daily life depends on.

Overﬂow

wer
Combinded Se

to
Tre
atm

en
tP

lan
t

do�estic
wastewater

s�or�w��er c��c�

ind�s�ri��
wastewater

During overﬂow conditions
20% Sewage
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Body of Water
co��ined sewer

Overﬂow
�o �re���en� ���n�

80% Stormwater

< Over 772 communities
in the United States have a
Combined Sewer Overflow
problem, 84 are in the
Great Lakes Watershed.
This persisting threat the
Great Lakes water quality
has been identified to be a
contributor to impairing the
beneficial uses listed below.

Restrictions on fish & wildlife
consumption
Bird or animal deformities or
reproductive problems
Tainting of fish & wildlife flavor

Degradation of fish & wildlife
populations

Point Source

Fish tumors or other deformities

Industrial Discharge
Vacant Brownfield Sites
Abandonded Hazardous
Waste Sites

Degradation of benthos

Wastewater Treatment Discharge
Restrictions on dredging activities

impaired
Agricultural Run-off

Combined Sewage Overflows

Eutrophication or undesirable algae
Restrictions on drinking water
consumption, or taste & odor problems

Beach closings

Degradation of aesthetics

Added costs to agriculture or industry
Degradation of phytoplankton &
zooplankton populations

Loss of fish & wildlife habitat
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Non-point Source

14 Urban Areas of Concern

11 Suburban Areas of Concern

10 AOCs with allocated CSO funding

1 AOC with allocated CSO funding

34 regional [scale]

population > 150,000

population 25,000-150,000

14 Rural Areas of Concern
population < 25,000
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1 AOC with allocated CSO funding

2012 U.S. Water Prize
“When the Milwaukee Water Council formed in
2007, it was said that the strength of Milwaukee’s
collective water cluster made it a World Water
Hub. Today, thanks in large part to the work of
the council, the Milwaukee region is now being
mentioned alongside a handful of cities known to
be world leaders in water technology.”

U.S. Water Alliance

2011 U.S. Water Prize

“MMSD’s holistic approach to water management
works on a watershed level. MMSD’s cutting-edge
pilot watershed-based permitting (WBP) focuses on
a holistic, innovative geography-based approach to
discharge permitting.”

U.S. Water Alliance

Milwaukee, Wisconsin is a
prototypical
opportunity
to
investigate paradigm V strategies.

..city

[scale]

Milwaukee

A prototypical location

Within the focused 10 AOCs, 7 are on United
States soil of which all have experienced
depleting populations since the latter half
of the 20th Century. Shifts in the primary
industrial economy after WWII, outsourcing
of work, and the American sprawl have left
the spatially built environment of many
of these once booming cities in a state of
degradation, both above and below ground.
Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) in these
cities have been addressed almost strictly
from a centralized Paradigm IV (See Chapter
1) mentality exercising strategies that
expand the over tapped capacities of aged
sewers. These interventions have proven
to be financially exhaustive and fall short
of being fully successful in the reduction of
CSOs.

Milwaukee is a recent recipient as a city of
both a 2012 & 2011 U.S. Water prize from the
United States Water Alliance. These awards
recognize efforts of cities nationwide that
are thinking, operating, and implementing
creative effective water management
solutions.
However, Milwaukee still
contributes billions of gallons of CSO into
Lake Michigan and its tributaries yearly, thus
demonstrating the persisting issue of their
combined sewers.
Milwaukee faces three explicit issues that in
essence are prototypical of other Areas of
Concern within the Great Lakes watershed:
Combined Sewer Overflows, Foreclosed
Properties, and Re-vitalization development.
Due mainly in part to de-industrialization and
the Great Recession of 2008, Milwaukee has
a high volume of foreclosures. To address
this, the City of Milwaukee has received
Federal funding through the Neighborhood
Stability Program to re-vitalize and increase
homeownership in two key, struggling areas
within the city. The southern identified
Neighborhood to be revitalized intersects
with the Near South Side development plan
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Within the current remaining 39 Areas
of Concern (AOCs), fifteen occur within
a population of 150,000 or more and 10
have acknowledged, funded Combined
Sewer Programs. These ten AOCs represent
a focused set of urban, prototypical
locations to investigate architectural, spatial
opportunities.

> Multiple agencies at
multiple scale are aimed
at reducing the number of
combined sewer overflows
that impact the Great
Lakes Watershed.

Milwaukee County

Lake Michigan Watershed

United States
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Great Lakes Watershed

Municipality Players
• City of Milwaukee
• Citywide Policy Plan
• Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage
District
• Responsible for river and lake
water quality

State Players
• Wisconsin Law
• 281.63

“(1) Legislative findings. The legislature
finds that state financial assistance for the
elimination of combined sewer overflow
to the waters of the state is a public
purpose and a proper function of state
government”

Federal Players
• Environmental Protection Agency
[EPA]
• CSO Control Policy (1994)
• United States Armed Forces - US
Army Corps of Engineers

Regional Players
• International Joint Commission
• Remedial Action Plan

set forth by the City’s planning department.
Concurrently, the Near South Side district lies
between the Menomenee and Kinnickinnic
Rivers, the location of numerous sewer
outfalls. The intersection of Combined
Sewer Overflows, Foreclosed Properties,
and Re-vitalization development leverage an
opportunity to spatially re-configure current
water management practices through the
architectural & open space investigation/
intervention of existing block, lot, and home
scales. New Catalytic solutions performed
at these scales will positively impact the
stress of the combined sewer system, thus
improving the water quality of the Great
Lakes watershed.

Lake Michigan
Milwaukee Estuary Area of Concern
Combined Sewer System Area
Combined sewer outfalls
City of Milwaukee boundary
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Combined
Sewer Outfall

Alderman
districts
Wards

Neighborhood
Stability
Program Areas

Single Family
Duplex
Multi-Family

Combined
Sewer Area

Combined
Sewer Area

City Council (Alderman) Districts & Wards

Citywide Development Districts
& Neighborhoods

Policical boundaries

Combined
Sewer Area

Foreclosures within the City of Milwaukee

Neighborhood Stability Program

Foreclosure Field

Menomenee River

Combined
Sewer Area

Iniative boundaries

Menomenee River

Lake Michigan

Lake Michigan

4
3

1

2

Sewer system
Water path
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drainage
direction
Kinnickinnic River

Combined
Sewer Outfall

Kinnickinnic River

Outfall
Individual
Block

private spatial opportunities

> Conceptual relationship
between strategies, scales,
and goals that define
spatial,
architectural
interventions.

1 facade system
2 gutter system

path of water

Lot

3

3 roof system
4 set-backs

3

2

5 landscape
6

6 garage space
7 retention basin

8

5

8 pavement
1
4
8

s

ent

pon

om
ng c

ti
exis

3

ting
exis

n
atio
aniz
org

8
5
7

public spatial opportunities

4
8

ns
ptio

lo
atia

sp
tive
cula

spe

1 Adjancent Plantings

2 Canal
2

Block

1
3

3 Bioswale
3

6

4 Adjancent Wetland

5

2
6

5 Water Neutral House

4

Micro-watershed

City
Lake Michigan
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6 Rain Garden

> Lot Opportunities:
The scale of the lot presents
numerous
opportunities
to adjust, alter, remove,
and create new spatial
interventions to operate
within a decentralized,
paradigm
V,
water
management system.

roof system
gutter system
garage space
pavement

facade system

landscape

set-backs
s

ent

pon

com
ting
exis

roof system
gutter system

basin
landscape

set-backs

sp

atia

p
ve s

lati
ecu

s
tion
l op

pavement

> Block Opportunities:
Various
opportunities
within the block scale can
define a series of public
sector interventions that
will positively impact the
strain on the combined
sewer system. The block
itself can be seen as a
functional component of
the decentralized water
management strategy.

Water Neutral House
Adjancent Plantings
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Rain Garden

Bioswale
Adjancent Wetland

Strategies

Scales

Goals

Block
Clean
Slow

Lot
Home [external]

Cleaner and lesser volumes
of water entering the
combined sewer

> Conceptual relationship
between strategies, scales,
and goals that define
spatial,
architectural
interventions.

Storage
Home [internal]
> Each strategy has an
associated metric that will
measure the successes of
each.

Metric: Quality

Clean
Slow

(e. coli, fecal coliform,
& oxygen levels)

Metric: Flow
(gallons/hour)

Cleaner and lesser volumes
of water entering the
combined sewer

Storage
Metric: Capacity

Mandates:

Clean
Slow

• required avg levels of
discharged water quality
• limits set to discharge
flows & amounts
• required amount of
water to be held on site
during wet weather
events.

Storage
Incentives:

financial assistance to
reach newer mandates

Cleaner and lesser volumes
of water entering the
combined sewer

> New required mandates
that
addresses
each
strategy will force new
spatial interventions to
be implemented towards
reaching the defined goal.
Financial incentives are also
employed to ensure new,
more progressive mandates
can be reached.
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(gallons)

What impact do already funded,
normative, and aggregate strategies
within the block, lot, and home

scale have towards cleaner and
lesser volumes of water entering
the combined sewer?

..block

[scale]

EPA & Green Infrastructure Deficiencies
Normative Interventions

Currently, The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) is in the infant
stages of investigating the impact and use
of Green Infrastructures to become critical

components within water management
systems and strategies. These decentralized
strategies vary in scale, effectiveness,
affordability, and include both private and
public options. Municipalities can receive
EPA funding through an approved application
to implement these strategies in their
current water management designs. In the
following pages, these normative strategies
are executed within the prototypical situation
to evaluate and analyze their impact.
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The Near South Side (NSS) Area within
the Milwaukee City-wide development
plan highlights a prototypical location
to investigate the spatial opportunities
of reducing the impact and reliance on
Combined Sewer Systems. Lesser quantities
and cleaner water entering the combined
sewer system serves as the conceptual
and obtainable goal in order to measure
success. Within the NSS, a prototypical block
serves as the foundation for research and
architectural intervention aimed at reaching
the conceptual goal. In order to refine this
goal, detailed and thorough data defining
the prototypical dimensions of precipitation,
physical block, lot, and home dimensions,
as well as habitation dimensions (internal
water use) are established. With this data
and understanding, a more precise goal of
the capture and treatment of the first one
inch of any wet weather event can define a
metric to assess design interventions.

Prototypical Conditions
Storm drain

Precipatation Dimensions
Lot Dimensions
Lot
A precipatation event is characterized Width:
by both its total
depth and by the time period over which
the rain occurs,
Length:
the duration. The most sever damage Area:
can be caused by
short, deep storm.

“Rain events33offt. greater than 1 inch in a 24
166are
ft. expected to increase by
hour period
5,478 sq. per
ft. decade, and rain events
seven events
greater than 2 inches are expected to
increase by
three
45-50
ft. per decade... Changes in
the distributi22onft. of rainfall may result in an
increase in sq.
theft. frequecy of intense storms
33 ft.
that deliver high amounts of precipatation
over short periods of time.”

Home
Length:
Width:34.8”
Area: 52.4”
Height:6.8”

Milwaukee, Wi:
Avg. Yearly Precipation:
Avg. Yearly Snowfall:
Record 24/ hr event:
(Aug. 6, 1986)

Surface
Pervious
Impervious
Inches Precipatation .5
Volume / Lot (cu. ft.)
Volume / Lot (gal)
Volume / Block (cu. ft.)
Volume / Block (gal)

1.0

1.5

3,280 sq. ft.
2,200 sq. ft.

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Surface conveyance

Sub-surface conveyanve

Lot Dimensions
Lot
Width:
Length:
Area:

33 ft.
166 ft.
5,478 sq. ft.

Home
Length:
Width:
Area:
Height:

45-50 ft.
22 ft.
sq. ft.
33 ft.

Surface
Pervious
Impervious

3,280 sq. ft.
2,200 sq. ft.

- 7.0

228

457

685

913

1,141

1,370

1,598

1,826

3,196

1,689

3,378

5,67

6,756

8,445

10,134

11,823

13,512

23,647

8,217

16,434

24,651

32,868

41,085

49,302

57,519

65,736

115,038

608,06

121,612

182,417

243,223

304,029

364,835

425,641

486,446

851,281

If existing conditions were calibrated to retain on site (block & lot combined) the 1st inch
of precipitation, 90% of wet weather events could be removed from adversely aﬀecting
the combined sewer system, thus preventing reducing combined sewer overﬂows and
improving receiving water quality.

Habitation Dimensions

50 block [scale]

Average American Family:
# of persons
Gallons of water per day
Loads of Laundry per yr

4
300
300

Cost / 5 gallons of water

$0.01

Distribution- gallons [%]
Toilet
Shower
Faucet
Washer
Leaks
Other

80 gallons [26.7%]
50 gallons [16.8%]
47 gallons [15.7%]
66 gallons [21.7%]
42 gallons [13.7%]
15 gallons [05.3%]

Block Dimensions

Fixtures / Appliances
Total
Toilet
Gallons Uses/ Day Gallons
Poor
3.5
22
77
Good Prototype
1
22
22
Washer Overall Width:
300 ft.
Poor Overall Length:
23
0.8
18.4
625
ft.
Good Area:
15
0.8
12.3
197,208 sq.
ft.

Block Dimensions
Prototype
Overall Width:
Overall Length:
Area:

300 ft.
625 ft.
197,208 sq. ft.

Habitation
# of lots:
Single Story:
Two-Story:
Three-Story:

35-45
2-8
18-25
6-10

Habitation
# of lots:
Single Story:
Two-Story:
Three-Story:

35-45
2-8
18-25
6-10

Parking
Double Stall:
Single Stall:
Open Pad

18-24
8-10
2-5

Parking
Double Stall:
Single Stall:
Open Pad

18-24
8-10
2-5

Storage

Slow

Clean

Block

Strategies

< Matrix of normative,
EPA funded, or aggregate
solutions at three identified
scales. These interventions
all aim to reduce the
impact on the combined
sewer system while also
improving the social and
economic environment of
the existing blocks.

Rain Garden

Green Street

Underground Cistern

Rain Barrel

Above Ground Cistern

Rain Bladder

Roof Cladding

Facade Cladding

Attic Storage

Bathroom Stack
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Home

Scales

Lot

Permeable Pavement

Permeable Pavement
Component
Type: Pervious Concrete
Lifespan: 20-40 years
Typically 15-20% porosity
Rate: (3-5 gal/min) / sq. ft.
Cost: $2.00-5.00 / sq. ft.
Minimum: None
Maximum: None

Isolated
A

Pervious concrete

B

C

A

3’

8’

4’

B

2

Total Capacity: 512 gallons
Cost: $270-670

C
B

All:

width (total): 20ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 49.5 cu.ft. (366 gals)
Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 297.0 cu.ft. (2200 gals)

Water: The amount of rainfall or snow-melt to be
designed for. This volume helps design the depth of the
course aggregate layer.

Total Capacity: 2566 gallons
Cost: $1,325-3,400

layer that allows water to infiltrate into substrate.
Depth: 5-8 inches
Void Percentage: 15-20%
Infiltration Rate: (3-5 gal/min) / sq. ft.

Aggregate

Exploded axon diagram

Entire Block Calculations
620 ft. block Length
.5” storm = 60,800 gals

Course Stone Aggregate Substrate [C.A.]: The

3

3
4

primary storage bed for stormwater runoff in the porous
concrete paving system. *note: the base of this layer
must be a minimum of 24” above the seasonal high
water table or bedrock.
Depth: 12-36” (Varies based on design volume)
Void Percentage: 25-40%

A

Alley All:

Uncompacted Sub-grade: The earthen soil
uncompacted, this includes no machinery allowed over
the design area.
Infiltration Rate: Specific to soil type

B

Street Parking:

C

Construction diagram

52 block [scale]

width (total): 4ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 9.9 cu.ft. (73 gals)

Porous Concrete/Asphalt [P.C.]: Course surface

2

4

Middle:

Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 59.4 cu.ft. (439 gals)

20’

Construction
1

width (total): 6 ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 14.9 cu.ft. (110 gals)

Total Capacity: 769 gallons
Cost: $400-1000

Upkeep:
> Maintenance inspection once a year
> Vacuum swept 4 times a year

1

Edges:

Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 89.1 cu.ft. (659 gals)

14

Description:
Porous pavement can reduce and infiltrate surface runoff
through its permeable surface into a stone or filter media
below. Runoff then percolates into the ground, is conveyed
offsite as part of a stormwater system, or is collected
and contained for future use. Porous pavement can be
asphalt, concrete or pavers, but differs from traditional
pavement because it excludes fine material and instead
provides pore spaces that store and pass water.

Pervious concrete

Back to Back Lot Calculations
(33’ lot width)

Existing concrete

B
Plan

Total Capacity: 48,174 gallons
Cost: $96,200 - 245,000
% of .5” storm: 80%

Total Capacity: 36,053 gallons
Cost: $72,000 - 182,000
% of .5” storm: 60%

Alley All + Street Parking:

Total Capacity: 84,227 gallons
Cost: $168,200 - 425,400
% of .5” storm: 140%

Isolated
A

Edges:

width (total): 6 ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 14.9 cu.ft. (110 gals)
Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 89.1 cu.ft. (659 gals)

14
3’

8’

Pervious concrete

Back to Back Lot Calculations
(33’ lot width)

Existing concrete
Pervious concrete

Existing concrete

< Porous concrete, when
applied to the entire alley
and on-street parking can
handle almost a capacity
of a .75” storm. However,
Porous concrete is in its
infancy and is known to
be difficult to install with
complete
consistency.
Continual
maintenance
and initial installation costs
yield porous concrete
as a somewhat effective
solution, but financially
strenuous.

Total Capacity: 769 gallons
Cost: $400-1000
4’

B

Middle:

width (total): 4ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 9.9 cu.ft. (73 gals)
Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 59.4 cu.ft. (439 gals)

20’

Total Capacity: 512 gallons
Cost: $270-670

C
B

All:

width (total): 20ft
Depth of [P.C.]: 6” (15% void)
Capacity: 49.5 cu.ft. (366 gals)
Depth of [C.A.]: 18” (30% void)
Capacity: 297.0 cu.ft. (2200 gals)
Total Capacity: 2566 gallons
Cost: $1,325-3,400

B

Aggregate

Exploded axon diagram

Entire Block Calculations
620 ft. block Length
.5” storm = 60,800 gals

Alley All:

B

Street Parking:

C

Plan

Total Capacity: 48,174 gallons
Cost: $96,200 - 245,000
% of .5” storm: 80%

Total Capacity: 36,053 gallons
Cost: $72,000 - 182,000
% of .5” storm: 60%

Alley All + Street Parking:
Total Capacity: 84,227 gallons
Cost: $168,200 - 425,400
% of .5” storm: 140%

A
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A

Rain Garden

10’

10’

10’

Isolated

10’

Component

Individual Lot Calculations
(33’ lot width) & (2 gals / sq. ft. rate)
(Cost: $8 / sq. ft.)

Type: Rain Garden
Lifespan: N/A (requires seasonal upkeep)
Rate: 1-3 gals / sq. ft.
Cost: $3-12 / sq. ft.
Minimum: 10’ from structural foundation
Maximum: None
Description:
Rain gardens are gardens that are watered by collected
or pooled stormwater runoff, slowly infiltrating it into the
ground along root pathways. They are typically planted
with wildflowers and deep-rooted native vegetation,
which helps infiltrate rain channeled to them from roofs,
driveways, yards and other impervious surfaces. They can
be placed near downspouts on homes (although away
from building foundations and sewer laterals), and are an
excellent means of removing pollutants from stormwater
runoff. They should be slightly depressed to adequately
hold and infiltrate stormwater runof

Rain garden

A

B

Plan/Section of existing availible area for intervention

A

Public

B

Private

C

Public + Private:

Avg. available area: 118 sq. ft.
Capcity: 237 gallons
Cost: $946

Avg. available area: 865 sq. ft.
Capcity: 1,730 gallons
Cost: $6,920

Avg. available area: 983 sq. ft.
Capcity: 1,966 gallons
Cost: $7,860

Upkeep:
> Seasonal weeding
> Seasonal trimming

Construction
1

Safe offset diagram

1

Clearence: There needs to be a minimum of 10 ft
between the start of the Rain Garden and any home/
garage structural footing.

2

Dimensions: The depth & width of the rain garden
depends on designed capacity and slope of existing
lawn. Soil characteristics also help define the depth of
the garden.

3

Berm: A berm is created at the low end of the garden

4

Vegetation: Plant selection should be include deep
rooted native plants. Plant lists include wildflowers and
low shrubs typically.

Aggregate
Entire Block Calculations
(2 gals / sq. ft. rate)
.5” storm = 60,800 gals

to help contain and store water during a wet wether
event. Generally no new earthen material is needed to
create this berm.

54 block [scale]

2

3

2

Typical construction section

A

public intervention

B

Private intervention

A

Public All:

B

Private All:

C

Public + Private All:

Avg. available area: 4,260 sq. ft.
Capcity: 8,500 gallons
Cost: $32,000
% of .5” storm: 14%

Avg. available area: 31,128 sq. ft.
Capcity: 62,250 gallons
Cost: $233,500
% of .5” storm: 102%

Avg. available area: 35,400 sq. ft.
Capcity: 70,750 gallons
Cost: $265,400
% of .5” storm: 116%

vate intervention

Isolated

10’

Potential rain garden area

Building foundation safe offset

Individual Lot Calculations
(33’ lot width) & (2 gals / sq. ft. rate)
(Cost: $8 / sq. ft.)

A

Public

B

Private

C

Public + Private:

Avg. available area: 118 sq. ft.
Capcity: 237 gallons
Cost: $946

Avg. available area: 865 sq. ft.
Capcity: 1,730 gallons
Cost: $6,920

Avg. available area: 983 sq. ft.
Capcity: 1,966 gallons
Cost: $7,860

Aggregate

A

Entire Block Calculations
(2 gals / sq. ft. rate)
.5” storm = 60,800 gals

A

Public All:

B

Private All:

C

Public + Private All:

Avg. available area: 4,260 sq. ft.
Capcity: 8,500 gallons
Cost: $32,000
% of .5” storm: 14%

Avg. available area: 31,128 sq. ft.
Capcity: 62,250 gallons
Cost: $233,500
% of .5” storm: 102%

Avg. available area: 35,400 sq. ft.
Capcity: 70,750 gallons
Cost: $265,400
% of .5” storm: 116%

B
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10’

<
Rain Gardens are
an extremely effective
solution to clean, slow,
and store water. However
they require a substantial
amount of space to yield
this effectiveness and
due to the narrow and
densely packed lots of
the prototypical block,
the space needed to
handle a 1” storm would
require the entirety of
the private sector’s open
space. Furthermore, there
is little to no space in the
exiting public sector of the
block to implement Rain
Gardens effectively. The
Rain Garden, although
a good intervention in
strategy, does not have
the capability to make an
effective impact without
major spatial changes to
the existing conditions.

Green Street

Isolated

C

Component
Type: Green Street
Lifespan: N/A
Rate: 3-17 gal / sq. ft.
Cost: $250/each
Tree Types:
Minimum:
Maximum:

Front facing lot calculation
(individual house facing street)

B

Porus Concrete :

B

Rain Garden

C

Stromwater Tree

A

Description:
Green alleys, streets and parking lots are typically in
the public right-of-way and can provide a combination
of different benefits designed to channel, infiltrate and
evapotranspire rainwater. They include permeable
pavement, sidewalk planters, landscaped medians and
bio-swales, inlet restrictors, greenways and trees (as
described above), and can also take advantage of recycled
materials.

Green Street

A

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 528 sq. ft.
Capcity: 2,112 gallons
Cost: $740

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 448 sq. ft.
Capcity: 896 gallons
Cost: $3,360

# of trees: 1.5
Capacity
Cost: $375

TOTAL CAPACITY

Approx. 3,000 gallons
Cost: $4,500

Construction
1

Porus Pavement: Rate of 4 gallons per square foot at

2

Rain Garden: Rate of 2 gallons per square foot at a

3

a cost of $0.35 gallon of storage.

Aggregate

cost of $3.75 per gallon of storage.

Entire block calculations
(620 ft long block)

Exploded axon diagram

Stormwater Tree: Unknown rate when linked to
storm event, however holds up to 500 gallons per year.

A

Porus Concrete :

B

Rain Garden

C

Stromwater Tree

Existing Condition

C
3

A
B
2

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 8,064 sq. ft.
Capcity: 16,128 gallons
Cost: $60,480

# of trees: 25
Capacity
Cost: $6,250

TOTAL CAPACITY

Approx. 53,250 gallons
Cost: $80,000
% of .5” storm: 87%

1

56 block [scale]

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 9,280 sq. ft.
Capcity: 37,120 gallons
Cost: $13,000

Speculative Intervention

Plan

Isolated
Front facing lot calculation
(individual house facing street)

A

Porus Concrete :

B

Rain Garden

C

Stromwater Tree

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 528 sq. ft.
Capcity: 2,112 gallons
Cost: $740

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 448 sq. ft.
Capcity: 896 gallons
Cost: $3,360

# of trees: 1.5
Capacity
Cost: $375

C

< The Green Street
intervention could handle
up to an entire .5” storm
and completely transform
the social quality of the
exiting blocks. However,
they are comparable to
porous concrete in their
financial strain and would
reduce the size of the street
to make space for the rain
gardens and storm water
trees. Potentially a lane
of on-street parking would
need to be eliminated
to have enough space
to implement correctly,
while still not being able to
handle an entire 1” storm.

TOTAL CAPACITY

Approx. 3,000 gallons
Cost: $4,500

B

Aggregate
Entire block calculations
(620 ft long block)

A

Porus Concrete :

B

Rain Garden

C

Stromwater Tree

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 9,280 sq. ft.
Capcity: 37,120 gallons
Cost: $13,000

Width: 16 ft (8’ both sides)
Area: 8,064 sq. ft.
Capcity: 16,128 gallons
Cost: $60,480

# of trees: 25
Capacity
Cost: $6,250

TOTAL CAPACITY

Approx. 53,250 gallons
Cost: $80,000
% of .5” storm: 87%

Plan

A
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Exploded axon diagram

< Rain Barrels are simply
not very effective in making
a noticeable impact on a
1” storm. Firstly the most
common 50 gallon barrels
will hold less than 1/6 of
the water from only the
roof. However, the Rain
Barrel does begin to make
visible water management
strategies which increases
the
awareness
of
communities to address
water management.

Rain Barrel
Component

Impact

Type: Rain Barrel
Lifespan: 20 years
Capacity: 40-80 gallons
Cost: $45-190/each

2

Aggregate: 36 Lots (2 Barrels each)
Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost:
-----> % of Storm Captured:

Construction
1

3

Rain Barrel

1

Heavy Duty Plastic Barrel: Typically a one-piece low
density polyethylene construction ranging in volume
capacity from 15-55 gallons.

2

Downspout Connection: The existing downspout
is modeified to connect to the new plastic barrel with
flexible tubing.

3

Drainage Spigot: A drain at the bottom gives access to
the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: Single Barrel
> Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost:

Description:
Rain Barrels collect rainwater that falls on your roof and
stores it, so you don’t lose it to street runoff and drainage.
Rather, you can use that clean, soft water with no
chlorine, lime, or calcium however you want, effectively
saving money. By catching the water from your roof, a
rain barrel reduces the amount of rain flow going into the
sewage system during wet weather events. Water should
not stay stagnet in the barrels longer than two weeks.

4

58 block [scale]

Rainw

[considering only roof water]

4

50
1,200
990
620
$100
3,600
43,200
35,640
22,320
$45,000
16%

Overflow Outlet: A top mounted overflow allows
excess to be discharged to lawn, street, or directly to
storm sewer.

1

3

Rainwater Bladder/Pillow
Component

3

Description:
Flexible rain water storage tanks are a unique and
economical way to store and collect rainwater for your
location. Designed with a low profile, these tanks are often
used in locations such as under decks, in basements, in
crawl spaces and in other locations where space or height
is limited. Flexible tanks can be constructed with either
a standard water compatible fabric or a water fabric that
meets FDA and NSF 61 requirements.

2

Rainwater Pillow
1000 gallon
10’x8’x2’

Aggregate: 36 Lots
Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost:
-----> % of Storm Captured:

Construction
1

Storage Vessel: Horizontal pillows come in standard

2

Filtration System: The filtration system requires

3

Pump: Depending on price this pump can either be

sizes as well as can be custom made for specific
locations.

routine attention after every storm to keep it working
properly.

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: Front & Rear porches
> Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost:

[considering only roof water]

4

500
1,200
990
620
$1,250
18,000
43,200
35,640
22,320
$45,000
80%

Overflow: An overflow pipe that is connected to

another avenue of discharge makes sure water will not
back up once the bladder capactiy is reached.

manually switched on or can be be fully automated.
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4

1

Impact

Type: Flexible Rainwater Bladder
Lifespan: 20-50 years
Capacity: 25-210,000 gallon
> Applicable size: 100 gallon (66” x 48” x 9”)
Cost: $2,500 / 1000 gallon kit

< Rainwater Bladders
and Pillows are becoming
more and more common
as an alternative means to
large cisterns to hold and
harvest rainwater. They
are extremely versatile
and very effective in their
capacity to handle large
wet
weather
events.
However, they tend to be
limited to only the water
that lands on the roofs that
is convey to the pillows
through
downspouts,
which is only 1/3 or less of
the water that impacts a
block during wet weather
events.
Rainwater
Bladders and Pillows also
continue to disguise and
hide water out of sight,
and usually do not increase
a communities awareness
of water management.

> Underground Cisterns
are a very effective solution
to holding and harvesting
rainwater. They have a
wide range of capacities
that are able to handle
basically any design load
desired. However, these
tend to be very expensive
to implement and require
sustainable
earthwork
to install. Underground
Cisterns also continue to
hide water management
out of sight, reducing the
public awareness of their
presence.

Underground Cistern
Component

Abov
Impact

Type: Underground Rainwater Cistern
Lifespan: 20-50 years
Capacity: Variable (500-2,500 gallon typical)
Cost: $1,000-10,000/each

Isolated: Single Barrel
> Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost (tank only):

Description:
Rainwater harvesting encompasses the capture and
storage of rainwater. It also includes the ability to reuse
stored rainwater for appropriate uses, primarily gardening
and lawn watering. Harvesting not only includes the
collection systems, but also the rain barrels and cisterns
used to store the water. Rain barrels and cisterns are
similar, although cisterns tend to be relatively large and
sometimes are installed underground.

500 gallon (underground)
cistern

Aggregate: 36 Lots
Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
> Cost:
-----> % of Storm Captured:

Construction
1

Heavy Duty Plastic Storage Vessel: Typically a

2

Downspout Connection: The existing downspout

60 block [scale]

3

polyethylene construction ranging in volume capacity
from 500-2500 gallons.

is modeified to connect to the new plastic barrel with
flexible tubing.

2
[1.0” Storm]

[considering only roof water]

1000
1,200
990
620
$1,800
36,000
43,200
35,640
22,320
$64,800

3

160%

4

Home Connection: A drain at the bottom gives access
to the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.

5

Overflow Outlet: A top mounted overflow allows
excess to be discharged to lawn, street, or directly to
storm sewer.

Rainwater Filter: Prior to entering the storage

portion, water transitions through a filter to ensure
quality.

1,25
ciste

Above Ground Cistern
2

Component

Impact

Type: Above Rainwater Cistern
Lifespan: 20-50 years
Capacity: Variable (500-3000 gallon typical)
Cost: $1,000-10,000/each
Description:
Rainwater harvesting encompasses the capture and
storage of rainwater. It also includes the ability to reuse
stored rainwater for appropriate uses, primarily gardening
and lawn watering. Harvesting not only includes the
collection systems, but also the rain barrels and cisterns
used to store the water. Rain barrels and cisterns are
similar, although cisterns tend to be relatively large and
sometimes are installed underground.

1

3

Aggregate: 36 Lots, Single vessel
Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
> Cost:

Construction
1

Storage Vessel: Constructed of a variety of materials

2

Water Inlet: A vertical connection is made at the top

1

3

that range from aluminum to wooden. Typically range
in residential capacity of 500 gallons to 3,000 gallons.

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: Single vessel
> Capcity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Cost (vessel only):

-----> % of Storm Captured:
[considering only roof water]

4

1000
1,200
990
620
$1,500
36,000
43,200
35,640
22,320
$54,000

< Above Ground Cisterns
are just as effective as their
underground counterpart,
however they very in that
they require substantial
above ground space to
implement. They do a
better job of making visible
their water management
intentions, but they are
only capable of holding and
filtering water that lands
on the roof, which is 1/3 of
the water experienced on
the lot.

160%

Overflow: A top mounted overflow allows excess to be
discharged to lawn, street, or directly to storm sewer.

of the vessel to the existing gutter system.

Drainage Spigot: A drain at the bottom gives access to
the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.
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1,250 gallon (above ground)
cistern

>
A Micro-Gutter roof
cladding design is a cost
effective
replacement
roofing choice that has
the capabilities of slowing
and temporarily storing
water during wet weather
events.
They however
dependent on the existing
roof pitch which will
determine how they will
perform. A typical 6 / 12
pitched roof can hold and
slow almost six rain barrels
worth of water. The MicroGutters do fall short in that
they are only able to affect
the 1/3 of the lot water
that lands on the roof.

Roof Micro-Gutters
Design Intervention

Impact

Design: Corrugated Plastic Roofing
Description: Employing a courrugated
roofing material horizontally on a
pitched roof creates numerous small
gutters accross the surface of the roof
that slow the shedding of water to the
gutter system.

2
3

1

Isolated: 6:12 Pitch Roof
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Roof Capactiy
> Single Groove (gallons):
> Total Capcity (gallons):
> Weight (lbs):

[considering only roof water]

3.10
110
913

2

3

Exploded Construction Axon: Things to explain

1

PVC Tubing (
Storage): Exp

2

things

3
4

Implemented
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Storage, Slow, Cle
Effective Rate: .39
Cost: $30-40
Lifespan: Lifetime
Dimensions: 26”

1,100
990
620

Aggregate: 36 roofs, 6:12 avg. Pitch Roof
> Roof Area (sq. ft.):
x,xxx
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
35,640
> Total Capacity (gallons):
-----> % of Storm Captured:
18%

Existing Roof Construction: The

Diagram: Small quanities of water can be held in
the horrizontal channels created by the corrugations
of the plastic.

0.93
37.2
308

Design: PVC tub
facade and con
downspouts allow
serve both as a r
a storage space.
and facade is disc
rate into filtration
quality of the rain

[considering only roof water]

Closures Channels: The water is
then channeled at a restricted rate
to the traditional gutter system.
existing roof structure can be used
as is. The removal of shingles is all
that is suggested.

1,200
990
620

Aggregate: 36 roofs, 8:12 avg. Pitch Roof
> Roof Area (sq. ft.):
43,200
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
22,320
> Total Capacity (gallons):
1,340
-----> % of Storm Captured:
6%

Construction
Corrugated Plastic Roofing: The
corrugated plastic roofing operates
when designed to be horizontal,
rather than vertical, can hold water
in “mini-gutters” along the entire
surface of the roof.

Design

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: 8:12 Pitch Roof
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation (gallons):
> Roof Capactiy
> Single Groove (gallons):
> Total Capcity (gallons):
> Weight (lbs):

Storage, Slow, Clean
Effective Rate: Roof pitch dependant
> Pitch Range:
> Rate Range:
Cost: $30-40
Lifespan: Lifetime warrenty
Dimensions: 26” x 96”

1

Rains

Timber Supp

PVC Downsp

things

Existing Stru
and things

Rainscreen Storage
Designed Intervention

0.93
37.2
308
Roof

43,200
22,320
1,340
6%

Storage, Slow, Clean
Effective Rate: .396 gal / sq. ft.
Cost: $30-40
Lifespan: Lifetime warrenty
Dimensions: 26” x 96”

-----> % of Storm Captured:

[considering only roof water & 1 facade]

Roof

x,xxx
35,640
18%

1

PVC Tubing (Rainscreen &
Storage): Explanation and things

-----> % of Storm Captured:
[considering only roof water]

2
3
4

910
.396
360
.253
41
$x,xxx
401
620
65%

Aggregate: 36 homes, 2 long facades/home
> Facade area (sq. ft.):
65,520
> Horizontal tube capacity (gal/sq. ft.):
.396
> Total Horizontal tube capactiy (gallons): 25,945
> Vertical tube capactiy (gal / linera ft.):
.253
> Total Vertical tube capacity (gallons):
1,476
> Cost:
$x,xxx
> Total storage capacity (gallons):
27,421
> Typ. Roof precipatation (gallons):
22,320

1,100
990
620
3.10
110
913

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: long facade
> Single facade area (sq. ft.):
> Horizontal tube capacity (gal/sq. ft.):
> Total Horizontal tube capactiy (gallons):
> Vertical tube capactiy (gal / linera ft.):
> Total Vertical tube capacity (gallons):
> Cost:
> Total storage capacity(gallons):
> Typ. Roof precipatation (gallons):

130%

Timber Support: Explanation and

things

PVC Downspout: Explanation and

things

Existing Structure: Explanation
and things

4
2

1
3

Normal flow of water

Implemented

Storage of water in rainscreen
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1,200
990
620

Impact

Design: PVC tubes arrayed along the
facade and connected to multiple
downspouts allows water to discharge
serve both as a rainscreen, as well as
a storage space. Water from the roof
and facade is discharged at a controlled
rate into filtration system to enhace the
quality of the rainwater.

< Through utilizing the
vertical space of a façade,
a hybrid rain screen and
storage system has the
capability to hold over
2,000 gallons (comparable
to a typical cistern) and is
a cost effective solution
when needing to replace
aged façade cladding.
The Rain screen Storage
is less expensive than
implementing a cistern
and using conventional
cladding
systems
combined.
Again, as
with the other aggregate
solutions, they are only
able to impact 1/3 of the
water (roof water) that
affects the lot during wet
weather events.

> A water stack design is
an effective solution as
it locates water storage
and harvesting near the
internal uses of water.
This becomes a visual cue
within the lot of where
water use is occurring
and can noticeably bring
awareness to a new water
management
strategy.
Once again, the solution
is limited to roof water,
however, it becomes a
very effective solution with
respect to both capacity,
performance, and space
efficiency.

Water Stack
Designed Intervention
Design: Harvesting water can become
mose effective at the location of stacked
bathrooms. This can allow for narrow
vertical storage which can then be used
as for interal toilet flushes as a grey water
system. Coupled with this system is a
set of vertical filtration “Shelves” that
filter and slow the overlfow capactiy of
the vertical storage vessels.
Storage, Slow, Clean
Effective Rate: Based on allowable width
and depth of stack.
Dimensions: 24” x 56”

Stack
Impact

Design

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: Single home
> Vessel capacity - each (gallons):
> Total vessel capacity (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
> Typ. Toilet Flush (gallons):
> Flushes / vessel:
> Cost:
> $ Saved / 1 inch:
> $ Saved / year (35”)

315
630
1,200
990
620
3.5
91
$x,xxx
$1.24
$43.40

-----> % of Storm Captured:

102%

[considering only roof water]

Aggregate: 6 non-stacked homes, 30 stacked homes
> Vessel capacity - each (gallons):
320
> Total vessel capacity (gallons):
21,120
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
43,200
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
35,640
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
22,320
> Typ. Toilet Flush (gallons):
3.5
> Flushes / vessel:
91
> Cost:
$x,xxx
> $ Saved / 1 inch:
$1.24
> $ Saved / year (35”)
$43.40
-----> % of Storm Captured:

95%

[considering only roof water]

Storage, Slow, Cle
Effective Rate: 1
Cost:
Dimensions: 42” x

Construction

Constru

1

Vertical Storage Vessel:

1

2

Overflow Piping: And overflow is

Embedded in a free-standing, woodframed addition outside the location
of the stacked bathrooms.

designed to discharge into a vertical
series of vertical shelves once the
storage vessel has reached capactiy.

3

Vertical Filtration Shelves:

4

Wood Framing: A simple timber
frame supports the vessels as well
as encloses them.

5

Exterior Cladding: A wood
rainscreen cladding to allow
drainage from facade surface.

6

Stacked Bathrooms: Located
near the location of stacked
water-use spaces within the
home.

Overflowed water trickels and
meanders downward through a
filtration system.

6

2
1
4

64 block [scale]

Design: Within atti
typically exist: Oc
space. The void
advantage of to
water storage. Th
above stacked ba
stored water can
for internal use.

5
3

Roof Storage

out is designed
vacant space o

2

Structural Re

3

Stacked Bath
near the loca
water-use sp
home.

to the heavy w
water, extra str
to accommoda
stresses.

Stacked Water
Designed Intervention

0 stacked homes
320
21,120
43,200
35,640
22,320
3.5
91
$x,xxx
$1.24
$43.40
95%

Impact

Design: Within attic spaces 2 conditions
typically exist: Occupied space or void
space. The void space can be taken
advantage of to intervene space for
water storage. Through precise location
above stacked bathrooms or kitchens,
stored water can effectively be stored
for internal use.

[1.0” Storm]

Isolated: Single home
> Vessel capacity - each (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
> Typ. Toilet Flush (gallons):
> Flushes / vessel:
> Cost:
> $ Saved / 1 inch:
> $ Saved / year (35”)

Storage, Slow, Clean
Effective Rate: 1
Cost:
Dimensions: 42” x 216” x 6”

-----> % of Storm Captured:

[considering only roof water]

Aggregate: 36 homes
> Vessel capacity - each (gallons):
> Typ. Roof Area (sq. ft.):
> Plan Area (sq. ft.):
> Typ. Precipitation - roof (gallons):
> Typ. Toilet Flush (gallons):
> Flushes / vessel:
> Cost:
> $ Saved / 1 inch:
> $ Saved / year (35”)

235
1,200
990
620
3.5
67
$x,xxx
$0.47
$43.40

-----> % of Storm Captured:

38%

[considering only roof water]

8,460
43,200
35,640
22,320
3.5
67
$x,xxx
$1.24
$43.40
38%

< Very similar in concept
to the water stack, this
intervention locates water
storage and harvesting
vessels in void attic space.
This is a very space efficient
strategy, however it would
require the home owner
to re-enforce the structure
underneath the storage
vessels. The stacked water
is limited to roof water,
however, it becomes a
viable
solution
when
home owners are looking
to expand their home and
re-enforcing
structure
becomes more of a reality.

Construction
1

Roof Storage Vessel: Roof cut
out is designed to hold water in the
vacant space of the roof rafters.

2

Structural Reinforcement: Due

3

Stacked Bathrooms: Located
near the location of stacked
water-use spaces within the
home.

to the heavy weight of collecting
water, extra structure is necessary
to accommodate the added
stresses.

1
1

3
2

3

3
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2

Strategies

Implementation

Strategies

Rain Garden

Green Street

Underground Cistern

Rain Barrel

Above Ground Cistern

Lot

Permeable Pavement

Rain Bladder

Home

Scales

Block

Mandates:

Incentives:
Roof Cladding

66 block [scale]

• required avg levels of
discharged water quality
• limits set to discharge
flows & amounts
• required amount of
water to be held on site
during wet weather
events.

Facade Cladding

Attic Storage

EPA & Aggregate

Bathroom Stack

financial assistance to
reach newer mandates

Policy

Goals

Assessment

Impact
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Cleaner and lesser volumes of
water entering the combined
sewer

The funded, normative and aggregate
strategies executed and analyzed above are
unable to fully accomplish a goal of capturing
or treating the first full inch of a wet weather
event. Although some strategies come
close, their resultant cost and maintenance
tend to be high. The implemented strategies
are at times unstable and can be unreliable
if they are to be solely responsible for the
wet weather goal.
Understanding the
shortcomings of these strategies, however,
can inform new spatial operations that utilize
certain aspects examined above. Through
re-conceptualizing the spatial organization
of the lot, new architectural solutions can be
explored.

Normative, EPA funded, and
aggregate solutions are not enough
to adequately reduce the impact
on Combined Sewer Systems. This
condition leverages an opportunity
for blighted and compromised

homes to serve as catalytic
opportunities to explore new spatial
operations that create cleaner and
lesser volumes of water entering
the combined sewer.

..home

[scale]

Infill: Water Core Home

A Decentralized Strategy for Water Management

Infill: Water Core Home is a designed system
of a prototypical lot that leverages internal
and external spatial strategies that aim to
reduce the quantity and improve the quality
of the water that reaches the combined
sewer system. Through the following pages
the design strategies, concepts, and motives
of the Water Core Home will demonstrate
the impact of this decentralized system on
the prototypical home, lot, and block.
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Existing urban residential blocks, lots, and
homes that rely on Combined Sewer Systems
(See Regional scale Chapter) need to be
spatially re-configured and architecturally
address water performance while also
serving as better social environments that
acknowledge the presence and importance
of water within our built environment.
Through decentralized water management
and paradigm V discourse (See Chapter 1),
existing urban residential developments
need to leverage new spatial strategies to
socially, economically, and environmentally
perform beyond the reliance on aging
infrastructures.

4'-0"

4'-0"

10'-0"

120'-0"

Foundation

Roof line (above)

2'-0"

Rain Garden (R.G.)

Column

10' Safe area from R.G.

Garage (two-stall)

3'-0"

Raised 1st or 2nd ﬂoor

Side Setback

Side Setback

24'-0"

> The prototypical lot
needs to address the
variables identified on the
right. New construction
within the exiting fabric
needs to reach these
goals in order to make an
adequate impact within
a decentralized water
management system.

45'-0"

Side Setback

10'-0"

20'-0"

Rain Gadren
Roof

4'-0"

4'-0"

850 Sq. Ft.
2,100 Sq. Ft.

Full year capture (34.8" of precipitation)

First Floor

17'-1"

Gallons
1,700 (50%)
1,120 (40%)
50,000 ( annual water use family of 4)

900-1,200 Sq. Ft.

43'-0"

39'-10"

10'-0"

20'-0"

2'-0"

Side Setback
1'-0"

Side Setback

72 home [scale]

Rain Gadren
Roof

Gallons

Notes

830 Sq. Ft.

1,660 (49%)

1,870 Sq. Ft.

1,120 (33%)

> Large rear R.G. possible
> Small roof sq. ft.

Area

Full year capture (34.8" of precipitation)

First Floor

900 Sq. Ft.

39,000 ( < 4 persons)

Rear Setback

Side Setback

Max Front Setback

Right of Way

Side Setback

Front Setback

1'-0"

20'-10"

> The exiting condition
presents
a
constant
to
measure
new
interventions against. New
lot organization needs
to respond to existing
parameters, as well as
existing adjacent lots.

Area

Rear Setback

Max Front Setback

Right of Way

Avg. Front Setback

3'-0"

Side Setback

1'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

13'-0"

60'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

6'-0"

10'-0"

19'-0"

20'-0"

3'-0"

5'-0"

4'-0"

11'-0"

4'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

10'-0"

39'-0"

20'-0"

3'-0"

5'-0"

1'-0"

Side Setback

13'-6"
13'-6"

4'-0"

20'-0"

5'-0"

2'-0"

Front Setback

Right of Way

First Floor

Gallons

Area
550 Sq. Ft.

1,100 (33%)

2,210 Sq. Ft.

1,325 (39%)

Side Setback

Notes
> Large backyard R.G. Potential
> Not much or no space for front R.G.

46,110 ( < 5 persons)
1,200 Sq. Ft.

Full Foundation | Split | Cantilever Oﬀset
19'-0"

15'-0"

1'-0"

Side Setback

Rain Gadren
Roof

37,600 ( < 4 persons)

900 Sq. Ft.

25'-0"

1'-0"

Side Setback

16'-0"

11'-9"

> No room for side rain garden

Rear Setback

Notes

1,080 (32%)

Full Foundation | Split | Bridge Oﬀset

15'-0"

20'-0"

1'-0"

3'-0"

5'-0"

4'-0"

4'-0"

11'-0"

25'-0"

7'-0"

44'-0"

1'-0"

1'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

18'-0"

3'-0"

22'-0"

2'-0"

2'-0"

Side Setback

3'-0"
20'-0"

15'-0"

20'-0"

4'-0"

22'-0"

20'-0"

3'-0"

20'-0"

20'-0"

10'-0"

4'-0"

14'-0"

4'-0"

6'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

11'-0"

10'-0"

12'-0"

5'-0"

4'-0"

4'-0"

34'-0"

25'-0"

Side Setback

3'-0"

4'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

6'-0"

1,260 (37%)
1,340 (40%)

900 Sq. Ft.

46,640 ( < 5 persons)

5'-0"

Rear Setback

34'-0"

7'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

33'-0"

3'-0"

7'-0"

34'-0"

25'-0"

11'-9"
4'-0"

20'-0"

20'-0"

11'-9"
2'-0"

Side Setback

> No room for side rain garden
> Tight design for Home
> Separate water for exterior water use at split
garage

14'-0"

7'-0"

12'-0"

Area

Gallons

Notes
> No room for side rain garden

Rain Gadren
Roof

880 Sq. Ft.

1,760 (52%)

2,040 Sq. Ft.

1,225 (36%)

First Floor

900 Sq. Ft.

42,630 ( < 5 persons)

Full Piles | Narrow
3'-0"

22'-0"

2'-0"

4'-0"

4'-0"

8'-0"

4'-0"

75'-0"

23'-0"

22'-0"

3'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

Side Setback

6'-5"

14'-6"

49,590 ( < 5 persons)

600 Sq. Ft.

1,200 (36%)

2,425 Sq. Ft.

1,460 (43%)

First Floor

x,xxx Sq. Ft.

50,800 ( = 5 persons)

14'-3"

Front Setback

7'-9"

> No room for side rain garden

Rain Gadren
Roof

2'-0"

Side Setback

100'-0"

Rain Gadren
Roof
First Floor

Area

Gallons

1,260 Sq. Ft.

2,520 (75%)

2,200 Sq. Ft.

1,320 (39%)
45,940 ( < 5 persons)

N/A

Notes
> Max building length
> Side R.G. not allowed next to existing
home condition

Rear Setback

13'-6"

Notes

Max Front Setback

> No room for side rain garden
> Max building length

Gallons

Right of Way

1,425 (42%)

Area

Rear Setback

1,420 (42%)

x,xxx Sq. Ft.

Max Front Setback

710 Sq. Ft.
2,375 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

Front Setback

Rain Gadren
Roof

Notes

Right of Way

Gallons

2'-0"

11'-9"

Area

Rear Setback

Max Front Setback

2'-0"

Front Setback

Right of Way

Side Setback

5'-0"

20'-3"

3'-0"

4'-0"

20'-0"

6'-5"

4'-0"

20'-0"

15'-0"

4'-0"

13'-6"

11'-9"

2'-0"

> Large backyard R.G. Potential
> Not much or no space for front R.G.

2'-0"

630 Sq. Ft.
2,230 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

2'-0"

Side Setback

43,850 ( < 5 persons)

45'-0"

Front Setback

Rain Gadren
Roof

Notes

Right of Way

Gallons

3'-0"

3'-0"

Side Setback

1,620 (48%)
1,260 (37%)

1,200 Sq. Ft.

Side Setback

Side Setback

Rear Setback

5'-0"
4'-0"

19'-0"

810 Sq. Ft.
2,100 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

13'-6"

Area

Foundation Middle | Piles Front & Split Back
7'-0"

Rain Gadren
Roof

Notes

13'-6"

4'-0"

20'-0"

13'-0"

2'-0"

> No room for side rain garden
> Max buiding length

34'-0"

Gallons

3'-0"

Side Setback

5'-9"

7'-0"

Area

2'-0"

50,110 ( = 5 persons)

Max Front Setback

13'-0"

3'-0"

7'-9"

1,180 (35%)
1,440 (43%)

900 Sq. Ft.

Front Setback

590 Sq. Ft.
2,400 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

Right of Way

Rain Gadren
Roof

Notes

3'-0"

Foundation Front | Piles Back

13'-0"

13'-0"

11'-9"
6'-5"
11'-9"

Gallons

Rear Setback

Max Front Setback

Area

5'-0"

1'-0"

Right of Way

Front Setback

5'-0"

2'-0"
10'-0"

45'-0"

2'-0"

2'-0"
20'-0"

4'-0"

10'-0"

3'-0"

2'-0"

Front Setback

Right of Way
6'-0"

10'-0"

2'-0"

Foundation Middle | Piles Front & Back
4'-0"

> Not much or no space for front R.G.

50,460 ( = 5 persons)

5'-0"

3'-0"

4'-0"

580 (17%)
1,450 (43%)

1,200 Sq. Ft.

Foundation Back | Piles Front | Split Garage
41'-0"

Side Setback

Side Setback

290 Sq. Ft.
2,420 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

7'-0"

6'-5"

34'-0"

Rain Gadren
Roof

Notes

Rear Setback

7'-0"

7'-0"

3'-0"

6'-0"

Max Front Setback

4'-0"

3'-0"

Gallons

9'-3"

Foundation Back | Piles Front
4'-0"

9'-0"

> Large backyard R.G. Potential
> Not much or no space for front R.G.

Area

Max Front Setback

50,810 ( = 5 persons)

3'-0"

Rear Setback

550 (16%)
1,460 (43%)

1,200 Sq. Ft.

7'-0"

Max Front Setback

275 Sq. Ft.
2,430 Sq. Ft.

First Floor

Notes

Right of Way

Rain Gadren
Roof

1'-0"

5'-0"

Gallons

Rear Setback

4'-0"

Max Front Setback

Front Setback

Right of Way

Area

Front Setback

2'-0"

1'-0"

Side Setback

2'-0"

2'-0"

4'-0"

18'-0"

5'-0"

4'-0"

22'-0"

20'-0"

3'-0"

20'-0"

4'-0"

22'-0"

15'-0"

12'-0"

2'-0"

2'-0"

1'-0"

Gallons
2,060 (60%)

1,800 Sq. Ft.

5'-0"

19'-0"

4'-0"

1'-0"

6'-5"

First Floor

900 Sq. Ft.

10'-0"

Area
1,030 Sq. Ft.

1'-0"

25'-0"

Rain Gadren
Roof

Full year capture (34.8" of precipitation)

5'-0"

11'-0"

2'-0"

> Large rear R.G. possible
> Not much roof sq. ft.

39,000 ( < 4 persons)

10'-0"

3'-0"

11'-9"

13'-0"

Notes

Front Setback

1,120 (33%)

Right of Way

Gallons
1,460 (43%)

Rear Setback

Area
1,000 Sq. Ft.
1,870 Sq. Ft.

Full Foundation | Split | Bridge Center
Side Setback

Side Setback

1'-0"

First Floor

4'-0"

4'-0"

3'-0"

3'-0"

7'-0"

13'-0"
4'-0"

3'-0"
13'-6"

Max Front Setback

Rain Gadren
Roof

Full year capture (34.8" of precipitation)

4'-0"

4'-0"

39'-0"

20'-0"

13'-6"

13'-0"
4'-0"

20'-0"

13'-0"

2'-0"

Right of Way

Front Setback

Side Setback

10'-0"

2'-0"

2'-0"

Side Setback

20'-0"
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1'-0"

Side Setback

45'-0"

5'-0"

10'-10"

20'-0"

7'-1"

Rear Setback

4'-0"

5'-0"

1'-0"

4'-0"

3'-3"

3'-0"

2'-0"

3'-0"

Full Foundation | Split

Full Foundation | Front Loaded | Aligned

20'-0"

20'-0"

10'-0"

2'-0"

7'-0"

26'-0"

3'-0"

10'-0"

9'-0"

1'-0"

45'-0"

1'-0"

10'-10"

2'-0"

7'-1"

2'-0"

4'-0"

Max Front Setback

4'-0"

Max Front Setback

Full Foundation | Front Loaded Aligned | Split Garage

<
Numerous spatial
iterations
demonstrate
an array of possible lot
organizations. Iterations
highlighted by a
reach
the defined goals for rain
capture,
rain
garden,
and habitation square
footage. The highlighted
iterations inform the need
for an extensive linear
rain garden that stretches
to both ends of the lot to
allow for overflows in both
directions. Also, a narrow
meeting of the ground in
either a foundation wall
or pile will result in more
space for the necessary
rain garden space to exist.
Finally, a car port should
replace the need for a full
garage which spatially
and visually opens up
the narrow lot as well as
increases the horizontal
space for the linear rain
garden.
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> Internally, there are
three space that use water
within the home: Laundry
room, Bathroom, and
Kitchen. The diagram at
the right tracks the water
as it is collected from a
roof system and dispersed
through the home.

< From understanding the
spaces and uses of water
within the home, a central
core of those spaces is
created to maximize the
transfer of water efficiency.
This Water Core system
responds simultaneously
to the internal while also
reacting consciously to
external flows to of linear
rain garden and overflow
conveyance components.

Precipatation
Roof

Harvested Water
Roof Overﬂow
Water Storage
Vessels
Slow Conveyance
Downsout
Lawn
Exterior
Wall System

Rain Garden
Overﬂow
Rain Garden

Water Fixtures
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Dischar
ge

> Linear Rain Garden:
From the lot analysis, a
narrow linear rain garden
that has the ability to
overflow on either end
of the lot will yield the
most successfull initail
organization element to
inform the initial massing of
the home.

Allowable
Building Area
Lawn
Rain Garden

Alley

Compromised
Rain Garden

Side Walk
Street

> Narrow Foundation:
A
narrow
foundation
responds to the need for
the linear rain garden
which also creates a
lighter relationship in the
way the home meets the
ground. This strategy also
allows for a deeper home
and increases the spatial
volume between lots.

Allowable
Building Area
Lawn
Rain Garden

Alley

Compromised
Rain Garden

Foundation
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Side Walk
Street

Allowable
Building Area
Lawn
Rain Garden

Alley

Compromised
Rain Garden

Foundation

Water Core
Side Walk
Existing Home

Lawn
Rain Garden

Potential Rain
Garden Space

Rain Garden
Alignment

> Water Core & Rain
Garden Relationship:
The Water Core is located
with respect to the
optimized location of the
neighboring potential rain
gardens.
Locating the
Core here allows the initial
overflows during extreme
wet weather events to be
into the largest portion of
the rain gardens.
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Section Diagram

< Water Core Location:
The Water Core is located
directly
above
the
foundation due primarily
to the increased weight
that will occur from storing
water.
Functionally,
the Water Core and be
positioned anywhere along
the narrow foundation
its final position can then
be influenced by external
factors such as the rain
garden.
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> Conceptual Massing:
The diagrams at the
right demonstrate the
conceptual massing as
the home responds to the
needs of the water core,
rain garden, and external
space.

1. Initial Massing: The typical square footage needed for a family of 4 is massed
in two floors with respect to the narrow foundation.

2. Enlarge Roof: The roof is enlarged to catch a greater quantity of water,
therefore being able to store, clean, and slow more water.

3. Form Roof: The roof is formally shaped to direct water to the Water Core of
the home.

4. Pull Back Massing: The top ends of the massing are pulled back to increase
the external spatial volume, therefore increasing the amount of external, vertical
open space which is currently strained in existing lots.

Shell

Roofing
1

Cladding: A corrugated roofing system serves as

2

Wood Fascia: A light wood fascia compliments

3

Glulam Truss: Glulam trusses with tapered ends are

a lightweight cladding system that conveys water
effectively to internal storage location, and overflow.
1

the underside of the roof and facade rain-screen and
providing a light colored outdoor ceiling.

utilized to achieve a large cantilevered roof system that
can catch and direct a large quantity of precipitation.

7

Timber Frame: Typically a one-piece low density

8

Rain-screen Drainage Layer: The existing

9

Wood Rain-screen Slats: A drain at the bottom gives

10

Overflow Cascading Gutters: A drain at the bottom

11

View port Windows: A drain at the bottom gives

12

Frosted Windows: A drain at the bottom gives access

polyethylene construction ranging in volume capacity
from 15-55 gallons.

downspout is modified to connect to the new plastic
barrel with flexible tubing.

access to the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.

2

12
9

3

v

gives access to the relatively clean water stored in the
barrel.

access to the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.

to the relatively clean water stored in the barrel.

7

8

9

10

11

4

Flooring: A hardwood floor on the entrance level
creates a warm interior space while acting serving as a
reminder to the water performative rain-screen of the
facade.

5

Heavy Timber Floor Truss: Heavy timbers are

6

Foundation Walls: A narrow foundation wall system

4

5

employed to achieve a small five foot cantilever of the
entire home which allows for a larger rain garden.

serves as the grounding of the home as well as operates
initially as an unfinished basement.

6
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Grounding
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Street

Alley

Street

Alley

Side Elevation
3/16” = 1’

> Side Elevation
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> Site Plan
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Kitchen

Porch

Street

Laundry

Living

B

Reading

Deck
Car Port

Dining

> Level 1 Plan

Living

Bedroom

Bedroom

Kitchen

Street

Section B
3/16” = 1’

Reading
Alley

Water System

> Section B
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Bedroom
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A

Sitting

Bath

Hall
Bedroom

Street

Bath
Bedroom

Bedroom

> Level 2 Plan

Living

Bath

Bath

Kitchen

3/16” = 1’

Reading
Car Port

Street

Section A

Bedroom

Alley

Water System

> Section A
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Hall
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A

B

> Front Elevation
Front Elevation

3/16” = 1’

Section C

3/16” = 1’

B

> Section C
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A
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Scalar Water System
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Water Core

Lot

Block

Micro-watershed

Great Lakes Watershed

City

Water Core Home leverages new spatial motives
for architecture and re-aligns the scope of
the architect beyond the issues of the object
building. The water issues that Water Core Home
focuses on re-introduces the architect back into
a role within the urban water management
team. Architecture becomes decentralized
infrastructure, and the social importance and
awareness of water in our built environment can
be resurrected from the hidden, discrete, aging,
and fragile network operating unknowingly
underneath the urban fabric.
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